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LAY OF THE LOHELY THINKER-
By Sara A. Underwood.

With steady step, and onward looking eyes, 
Despite the barren waste that round me lies, 
I forward march—nor turn to right nor left 
Uudoubting which my way. Though sore bereft
And friendless, still I keep my faith in man. 
Though men denounce and place me under bum 
Because my way is not the devious path wherein 
Their fathers walked with all their kith and kin.
So I. who choose to walk in lines apart. 
But more direct, as indicates my chart 
Of truth by which my onward course I steer, 
Must still press forward with no word of cheer
From friendly comrades—with no hint of hope 
Of help, if stumbling on the way I grope;
A way that stretches through mysterious mists 
Toward the goal where Light and Love exists;
Whence comes to loyal souls Truth's high behest 
To “forward march” undauntedly, in quest 
Of Love and Knowledge, deep, divine, and high; 
Which gained, shall thrill the soul with ecstasy. 
So, seeking these with ardent longing heart, 
1 do not mind that isolate, apart, 
My search is made. The light that leads me on 
Shines brightest, clearest, when Pm most alone.

EVIDENCE,
By Rev, Minot J. Savage.

I wish to say through your columns what has been 
said before, but which needs to be said often. For If 
my correspondence is similar to that of others, the 
need is a very general one. I cannot stop to write 
fully to each one who sends me a story; but in this 
way many may be reached at once.

Since it is known that I am seriously investigating 
psychical phenomena, I get large numbers of reports 
of strange happenings. I thank those who send, them 
to me and I wish more of them and not less.

But—no matter what our personal beliefs may be— 
those of us who are engaged in the scientific prosecu
tion of psychical research are doing our work, not 
for the sake of personal experiences, but for the pur
pose of finding out what these things mean and of 
establishing an adequate theory by way of explana
tion. Belief or unbelief ^1 remain a matter of per
sonal feeling (very much like the ordinary man’s 
adhesion to his particular church) until some ade
quate theory is established on a scientific basis. To 
this end it Is necessary first to prove, beyond rational 
question, a very large number of facts. And to prove 
in the scientific sense, is a good deal more than to 
assert, however loudly, or to say over and over again, 
“I know it is so.” The facte must be established by 
such evidence as would be satisfactory in a court of 
justice. But all this Is but the first step. This step

must be followed by another. And this other must be 
a rigid adhesion to the scientific “law of parsi
mony.” That is, we must not call in the spirits of 
the dead as an explanation, until every other conceiva
ble theory has been demonstrated to be inadequate. 
For as I said, weave trying to do more than attain a 
mere personal opinion. If the “spirit” theory be 
true, It ought to be made to appear true to any in
telligent and honest man. To this end it must be 
proved as plainly as is the fact that the earth is a 
sphere. It must be proved so that to doubt it would 
be an impeachment of a man’s intelligence.

We ought to be content with nothing less than this. 
And those believers who are not willing to do their ut
most to help on this “demonstration” are standing in 
the way of their own cause and throwing suspicion 
upon its genuineness.’ Fora person who “knows” that 
his belief is true can never be afraid of investigation. 
Any “medium” then who declines to help an honest 
investigator ought not to be surprised to find people 
doubting his or her genuineness.

It is only the first step that concerns us in this arti
cle. 1 get no end of most interesting narratives sent 
me. But by far the greater number of them are in
teresting only as a floating newspaper narrative is 
interesting, or merely as a story. Why? Because 
most people seem to have no idea of what constitutes 
evidence. For all purposes of proof they are prac
tically worthless. Let us note their peculiarities.

It is from one to ten or twenty-five years since the 
occurrence took place. No record was made at the 
time. If . one or more other persons know about it 
their testimony has never been taken. It is only a 
“story” then and not “evidence.”

This does not at all impeach the honesty of the one 
who tells the tale. It merely recognizes the common 
fact that the memory is fallible. As an illustration of 
what I mean, not long ago I was talking with a schol
arly and most devoted clergyman. He said, “I have 
often repeated that wonderful case you told me about 
two or three years ago.” And he went on to repeat 
the case—one of my own experiences. But in spme 
most important particulars, he had It all wrong. 
He was repeating, on my -authority, things I had 
never said and which had never happened. But he 
was thoroughly honest and unusually intelligent. 
Only he had not heard accurately or had forgotten. 
Many and many a time I have heard people relate an 
occurrence no wore than a day old and yet were its 
main features wrong.

In case of these stories of the super-normal, and 
which, if true, demand of the scientific world a com
plete reconstruction of its theories, It must be remem
bered that the proof must be not only as good as that 
needed to establish an ordinary fact, but a good deal 
better. It requires only a small amount of testimony 
to establish belief in a fact of common experience. 
If a friend comes into my study and says, “I just saw 
a man in a brown overcoat crossover Tremont street,” 
I do not ask for additional testimony before being 
ready to accept his statement. But if he goes on to 
say that when this man-had reached the opposite side
walk he suddenly faded into thin air and disappeared, 
it is plain that ordinary hear-say evidence is not 
enough. Neither Is a question of honesty or verac
ity on the part of the man who tells me the story. It

is evident that we are here face to face with another 
kind of facts, if indeed they be facts at all in the or
dinary sense of that word. If such a thing appeared 
to occur it was probably a subjective vision only, what 
is called an hallucination. To make people believe 
that it was an objective fact, areal “ghost,” an 
amount find kind of proof must be produced corres
ponding to the extraordinary nature of the classed 
fact. This is the only scientific, the only common
sense way of dealing with such matters. And the 
man who resents this demand for extraordinary evi
dence in support of extraordinary statements thereby 
reveals the fact that he is ignorant of what is meant 
by real evidence.

To turn now to the common stories that are sent to 
the investigator, as I have already said, they may be 
very interesting, and I may not doubt either the in
telligence or honesty of the sender, hut the stories 
are not evidence.

I wish now to suggest to two classes of people what 
they may and ought to do, in order to help in the de
cision of this great question, the solution of which is ’ 
being sought by psychical research.

First, a word to those who have already had some 
remarkable experience. Write it out now as care
fully and accurately as possible. If in any way you 
can settle its date, do so. If any one else knew of it 
at the time, get this person or persons to write a 
purely independent account of their memory of it. So 
check it off in every available way. Perhaps the 
substance of it may yet be saved and made of use. 
But it can never now be made as valuable as though 
a record had been made at the time, l or it is always 
possible for people to say that the memory is liable 
to add to or change any story in the course of years.

Secondly, a word to all who may have any strange 
experience in the future. First, make a record of it at . 
once. If this can be done before you know whether . 
or not it is true, all the better. Second, tell some 2 
one of it at once and get this other person to «^p|| 
the record. Third, if it proves correct, make a W ^ 
ten record of this new fact and get as many ow^^ 
witnesses to sign the record as possible. Alwj»‘i|#'^< 
down dates.

In this way and In this alone, may real evidence by 
accumulated and a correct theory be established.

Boston, Mass.

THE WORK OF NATURE.
By U. Staniland Wake.

A consideration of the various mechanical aspects 
assumed by nature in carrying out the vast work of 
material development, leads to the conclusion that 
every aggregation of atoms, whether in volume or in . 
molecular formation, exhibiting motion, is a machine - 
with its particular work to perform. This truth, al- 
though generally applicable, is apparent more par
ticularly in the vast atomic and molecular masses by '^ 
which nature makes manifest her power in the Mgh*'^ 
eat degree. The mechanic xl in ventions by which matt. ^ 
endeavors to press the energies of# nature into hM^ 
service are but feeble imitations of the machinery 
through which she utilizes motion under its various . 'i 
aspects. All forces and energies, atomic, wla^Mfl 
and molar, cooperate in* the manifestations of pow^f-^
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throughout tie universe, their terrestrial activity being1 
seen In the movements of air and water. In the atmos
phere and in the ocean, due to the action of heat and 
electricity, and still more in the silent forces of chem- 
ism and magnetism, which give rigidity and config
uration to the earth itself, and formation to the ele
ments of which it is composed. *

Nature judges of the efficiency of her machinery by 
the work it performs, and its perfection is evidenced 
by the vital operations of the endless series of organic 
bodies which populate the globe, and whose existence 
is possible only owing to the motory and material con
ditions of the earth itself, and of the planetary system 
to which it belongs. Hence all the movements of 
nature’s material forms are not mere manifestations 
of power; they are work having for its aim the devel
opment of nature herself, and the benefit of her off
spring. This is true of nature under all its various 
phases, and throughout the whole of its planetary 
system, and therefore the universe itself must be re
garded as one mighty machine for the beneficial ex
ercise of power, which is manifiested through an end- 

- less series of instruments working in harmony for 
the common good. To man the sun is the chief rep 
resentative of the great nature machine, and as the 
source of all motion in our system, it is the authoi 
of all physical benefits to’mankind. And yet, it is the 
ultimate source also of activities which have the most 
disastrous consequences to many individuals. Never
theless it would be an error to think that the work 
of nature can be otherwise than good/ This term 
has reference to general results in that relation and 
not to individual eases or particular events. Nature’s 
works are governed by laws which are inviolable, be
cause they are the expression of its developmental ex
periences throughout countless ages, and it is not 
nature that is at fault when man/sfiW^rs. This is 
usually the consequence of ignorance of, or contempt 
for, her modes of action; just asUiekness and death 
are often the penalties exacted byVature for disre
gard oi her requirements. The operation of the in
struments of naure’s work differs qothing, in such a 
relation, from that of the mechanical contrivances of 
man, who has purposely inflicted/more suffering on 
his fellows than can be ascribed to blind nature since 
his appearance on the earth.

A MESSAGE FROM THE DEAD.
By H. R Criddi.e.

After some fourteen years of varied investigation, 
during which time £ obtained a number of impressive 
tests, I was still without what I considered a proof 
which completely satisfied all my demands and set at 
rest any lingering doubts as to the possibility of com
munication with those we call dead.

This last test so long sought came last year in the 
most unexpected time and way. One evening in the 
early spring my wife and I were seated in the parlor 
of a friend’s house on the outskirts of a young West
ern city. There were present beside ourselves four 
others, viz.: Our host and hostess and their daughter 
and son-in-law. My favorite subject of psychical re
search was being discussed and “Ouija” the talking 
board was being experimented with; the fingers of 
pur hostess and my wife being upon it. A rapid and 
determined movement of the little disc was made con
tinuously until the following conversation had taken 
place. Ouija spelled out “Sybil A—is here.”

Question—“Have you a message for any one pres
ent?”

Answer.—“No. I wanted to speak to my grand
child Minnie R—.”

Q.—“We are sorry Mrs. R— is not here but we 
can easily give her your message.”

A.—“Tell her that yesterday afternoon' when she 
• Was sitting at her desk crying because G— was going 
;'W^J was there ^wanting to comfort her, knowing 
:,#W best he should go. I want her to take care of 
^S^’l child and tell her Simeon tried Mary very 
^dh and it is Minnie’s duty to see to the child. 
llaM is very sick and will not be with her long.” 
, 'At this point I made the remark to the others pres- 
^ |hat if this* really were Mrs. R—’s grandmother

she must have been quite old as Mrs. R— herself was 
well or in middle life; and at once Ouija spelled, “Yes, 
ninety-two was a good old age.”

This is the actual conversation taken down in writ
ing at the time and ended by a “good night” on both 
sides. Now for the facts in the case. Mrs. R—, the 
lady for whom the message was intended bud been 
expected to join us, but an hour before hud sent to 
say she could not possibly come. Not one of us knew 
whether the statements made were true or false and 
I think most of us expected to find that Mrs. R— 
would laugh at the whole affair. So anxious was I 
to test the matter that late us it was before I reached 
the city that night I could not resist calling on the 
R—’s and asking Mrs. R — the questions necessary to 
settle it. Neither my wife or myself will readily for
get how blanched became her face when I asked her 
if she had a spell of weeping ou the preceding day. 
She said, “I sat down at my desk to do some writing 
when the thought of G -*s going away on a long 
journey and my being alone so overcame me that I 
burst out crying. nobody was in the Hat but myself 
and I did not tell any one about, it even keeping it 
from Mr. R lest it should depress him.”

The balance of the message was perfectly clear to 
Mrs. R - and all the names were correct. Finally I 
inquired how old her grandmother was at death arid 
was told “just nine-two.”

I must have read hundreds of tsL including the 
very wonderful one received by ami through Mr. 
Stead, of London, recently, but I have yet to meet 
one so strong in every way as this. It seems to me 
to completely cover all the usual attempted •‘expla
nations.”

The old lady had passed out over lent years previ
ously and some of the message referred to matters 
previous to that, while one part related an event not 
thirty-six hours old. Granted then that this account 
is accurate and truthful, vouched for a?* it eat) he by 
the seven participants who still remain on this side 
of the veil; who can doubt that the grandmother, still 
loving and earing for her favorite grandchild, was. 
(although unseen and unrecognized) none the less 
present, watching the weeper and wishing she could 
soothe and comfort us sho used to when, in the llesh? 
Weare surrounded by u belt of darkness and know 
but little of the past and less of the future. Huw 
cheering then are these rifts in our etenddand. Our 
dear ones, under certain conditions and for certain 
purposes return to us. God is good.

“THE NEW GEOMETRY” CRITICISED.
By J. G. J.v k^os.

Mr. Francis Russell, in your issue of February Hh, 
indulges in criticism of my views expressed by way 
of caution to the readers of TheJoiksal. against 
being misled by the erroneous statements of Professor 
Dolbear concerning one of the oldest and best estab
lished theorems of geometrical science.

Is Mr. Russell one of those “geometers” whom you 
spoke of as agreeing with Professor Dolbear. yet 
whom I am free to aver are unworthy of the name, 
if they deny a radical and essential geometrical, truth 
so long and so thoroughly proven in both theory and 
practice?

Geometry is an intensely practical science of the 
highest order and of very great age. The celebrated 
Scotch mathematician Colin Muclauren, a contem
porary of Sir Isaac Newton, wrote as early ns 1712 
that “unbounded liberties have been introduced of 
late by which geometry, which ought to be perfectly 
clear, is filled with mysteries.” The “Non-Euelidian 
Geometry” and that of the jaw-bMking Russian 
“Lobatschemsky,” quoted by your correspondent, 
are samples of the mysteries named by Muclauren. 
I have been familiar for over sixty years with geom
etry, theoretical and practical, including, of course, 
the theorem questioned by Professor Dolbear and un
dervalued by Mr. Russell. I therefore feel impa
tient with metaphysical disquisitions that have no 
practical value. „

It seems presumptuous in the latter to ask me to 
define the meaning of a straight line before I can

have a right to insist upon the truth of a standard 
theorem more than two thousand years old; that “the 
three interior angles of every plane triangle are (to
gether) equal to two right angles” (see Payfair’s Eu
clid, proposition XXXII) —a theorem in frequent 
practical use by all mathematicians, astronomers, 
surveyors/engineers, etc., in the present age as well 
as iff the past, and known by all sound-minded scien
tists to have been demonstrated true from time im
memorial.

I might punish your readers with several defini
tions of a straight line, formulated by the geometers 
of the past and the present; but refrain lest it occupy 
your columns with sentences “fiat and unprofitable.’

According to Mr. Russell the “Nou-Euclidian geom
eters” get their ideas of a straight line from 
“the locus of all the points that remain immov
able” (why didn’t he say unmoved) “when a t 
rigid body revolves with two of its points fixed.” I. 
aver that none of our sound-minded geometers ever 
went around “Robin Hood’s barn” in that crooked 
way after an idea of the simple—almost Intuitional 
thing known as a straight line. And right here your 
readers may notice that Mr. Russell has got “his 
foot into it bad” by first claiming as a “Non-EuHid-. 
ian,” that we get all our ideas from “experiences’, 
and then referring to the idea of a straight line, as 
formulated from observing the axis of a rigid re
volving body, when such a body, according to phy- 

' steal science, nowhere exists in the infinite cosmos.
No wonder the crooked notions of noh-Euclidian 
get them into many such tangles. No wonder that 
Newton, the prince of scientists, said feelingly: “Oh 
physics! beware of metaphysics’”

Now. to a practical mind, the idea of straight, as 
distinctive from crooked, comes to us amongst the 
early impressions of our present conscious life—so 
early that we scarcely know when we first acquired it, 
or whether it was not intuitional or acquired during 
some former period of existence. It is enough to 
know that each healthful mind is so well endowed 
with the idea that it needs no further definition. 
Straight is straight in the same manner as white is 
white, or, we may say, as a dog is a dog. Here allow 
me to give Mr. Russell a short lesson in practicality: 
If you saw si savage dog coming at you, would you 
stop to think out some metaphysical, zoological, non- 
sensiral formulation to define‘what a dog is, or would 
you not be satisfied by knowing, in a common sense 
way, that it was a dog and at once make your escape 
from him? I feel sure you would just then know 
what a dog was without any hair-splitting niceties 
of definition.

So we say the child soon catches an idea of the 
meaning of straight in many ways; the plowman soon 
realizes the difference between a straight a»d a 
crooked furrow; the carpenter planes straight the 
edge of his board; the mason stretches straight his 
line and builds by its guidance a straight wall of 
stone or of bricks; the surveyor emphatically lays 
straight his lines and can swing them end to 
end by reversing his instrument either horizontally 
or vertically; the railroad engineer lays straight his 
track or throws in his curves by sighting straight 
through his transit, and thus in a thousand ways the 
idea of straight becomes impressed upon the minds 
of men so clearly that to cavil over a critical defini
tion of a straight line does seem truly “flat, stale and 
unprofitable.”

When the skilled modern mechanician makes, for 
optical purposes, his line rulings on metal plates so 
close that it takes thousands of them side by side to 
cover an inch in width, each one of those lines comes 
near enough to satisfy, methinks, the geometer's defi
nition of a Jine as “that which has length without 
breath” anti to aid the imagination, if needful, to 
conceive of a perfectly straight line having extension 
without breadth. Now, it is on this clear and uni
versally acknowledged idea of a straight line that we 
base the theorem concerning the sum of the three in
terior angles of every plain triangle being always 
equal to two right angles I. e. to WO degrees, re
gardless of the size or the shape of any triangle and 
being in no way affected by the differing areas of one
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from another, and we here again positively assert other astral body consisting of 3, 4 and part of 5. of 2; and instead of 3 being the vehicle of 4, 3 is sep-
(“upon honor" if Mr. Russell chooses) its absolute Here we have four astral bodies. In "Lucifer,” | arated from 4 by one entire principle. It appears
truth in all cases, in spite of all non-Euclidian Dec., 1888, H. P. B. tells of another double or : from Blavatsky’s “Theosophical Glossary,” p. 38 (her
geometers; and we are able to demonstrate the astral body,—the causal body or Karmic body. ! last work), that Mrs. Besant was right; H. P. B. her
theorem, and fight out on that line “forever and a the true Ego -neither the mind (5) nor the self transposed these two principles, despite the fact

Monad (6 and 7), but a compound of the two. that the original classification was the work of the

HOW MANY ASTRAL BODIES HAVE WE?
Bv Wm. Emmette Colemax.

In The Joi rnal of December 21th last I con
sidered the evolution of the- spiritual body and gave 
some facts confirmatory of the revelations of clair
voyants and mediums concerning the process of its 

'formation at death of the physical body. In its 
earlier stages, what is called theosophy was an off
shoot of Spiritualism. At first its tenets weie those 
of Spiritualists with modifications and additions de
rived from the writings of Eliphas Levi and oilier 
mystical writers. Among the earliest of these dif
ferentiations was the substitution of the term "astral 
body" for that of the spiritual body, and this term 
has remained an integral part of theosophic dogma
tism till now. Astral means sta/ry, and it is a relic 
of the old-time astrological superstitions, born of 
ignorance and crude speculation. In the light of 
present day knowledge it is a misnomer, and it ought 
to be labood by al! intelligent Spiritualists. Like, all 
else in theosophy, the doctrines of the astral body 
have undergone various permutations since their or
iginal promulgation in 1873: and afi present much 
confusion exists in theosophy concerning man’s astral 
body or bodies.

Previous to going to India., Madame Blavatsky and 
Colonel Olcott taught that man was a trinity: con
sisting of the material body, the immortal spirit, ami 
an intermediate principle, variously called the astral 
body, the astral soul, the soul, the lower souk the 
anima bruta, etc. This corresponded to the spiritual 
body of the Spiritualists in some respects, but it 
varied from it, thus; With the latter it is purely' a 
body, the outer form of the spirit, nothing mental in 
its make-up. All the mental qualities with the Spir
itualists are in the third principle, the spirit, which 
inhabits this body In spirit-life. But with Mme. B — 
No. 2 was not only a body of substance, but it was 
the animal soul also, the lower part of man’s mind, 
the higher soul alone pertaining to No. 3. the spirit. 
A more sensible division was made by Mrs. Annu 
Kingsford in 18*1 in The Perfect Way, wherein she 
makes man consist of four parts: body, astral body, 
lower soul, higher soul; the No. 2 of IL 1*. B. being 
divided into its physical and mental portions respec
tively. Soon after Mrs. Kingsford announced her 
four-fold classification of man. Mme. Blavatsky pro

This makes five astral bodies. Instead of be- two pet mahatmas, Koot Hoonai and Morya.
ing a compound of 5, 6 and 7. we learn, from Mohini n. p. p. t^d us jn Tho Theosophist, April, 1882, 
M. Chatterji in “Transactions of the London Lodge of p< ;){, that the Linga Sharira never leaves the body
the Theosophical Society. 1. 188-!, p. ‘J, that but at death; that it is not the double or astral body.
this causal body is a combination of .> and b, cxclnd- I The double is Mayari-Rupa, illusionary form, when 
ing 7. The third astral body named above was that acting blindly; and is Kama-Rupa will or desire form, 
projected by adepts or by persons al death. But Mrs. when compelled into an objective shape by the con- 
Besant (“Lucifer," Nov. 1891. 228, 229.) separates scions will and desire of its possessor. The vital 
this one body into two one called Kama-Manasic I principle and Linga Sharira are inner principles, 
Rupa (4-5 body), and is projected at death, and by which the Mayari Rupa is the outside soul, so to 
mediums and in‘cases of disease; the other, the May-I Speak of -enveloping the physical body like in a 
avi Rupa (body of illusion), a higher astral body pro- I filmy, ethereal casing, and is a perfect counterpart of 
jected by adepts. Six astrals now greet, us. I hen phe man, and even of the clothing he wears. Here 
Mrs. Besant has told us of a “thought-body.” which the two astral bodies are differentiated. No. 3, the 
we arc constantly forming by the projection of our Linga Sharira although expressly termed “The Astral 
thoughts, ibis body at death passes to the astral I po Gy" m the original teachings, revised by two adepts, 
plane, takes up astral matter, continues in existence Kool Hoomiand Morya, is now declared not to be the 
till the next incarnation tand there it becomes the new aslral body. The astral body is No. 4 in two aspects, 
astral body (No. 3) in said new incarnation ("Lucifer.” Again. No. 3 is the inner ethereal form, and No. 4 the 
April, 1892, lob. 151). Lo! seven astral bodies now I outside soul-form, inclosing the body in a filmy cas- 
come into view. Originally No. 3 was called bothhng. This latter idea seems to have been speedily 
Linga Sharira and Snkshma Sharira by theosophists: dropped, us we never hear aught more about 4 being 
but in IL P- B.’s last work, "Theosophical Glossary." outsl.k' of the body. If 4 is the vehicle of 5, and 5 
Sukshma Sharira becomes an entirely new body. It I (mind) is inside of the body of course 4 must be in 
is the body of the gods, the Dhyauis and the Devas, the body also. Gand 7 have been at times located 
and in "Secret Doctrine." i. 137. it is identified with LntMde of the body, but 3 never. If 4, 6 and 7 are 
No. .» (the mind Manas), ibis brings the astral I oui uf the body, undo is in it, the numerical succes- 
bodies up to eight. It i- sometimes said of No. 3, | ^mi of principles is of a queer order. Besides, 4 is 
the original astral body. Linga Sharira, that it is un- not only a body, but the heart of man also, his affec- 
able to leave the physical body except at death, and tfimal and emotional nature, his lower or animal 
at other limes it is said that i^ may be detached from | prain. .-4 being the animal soul. If 4 is outside of 
the material body for a short distance during life. I man. covering him over in an ethereal casing, then 
In "What is theosophy,’ by \L IL Old. the latest one-half of man’s mind (his passions, feelings, emo- 
hand book of ever-shifting theosophy (pp. 37, 38) this tj()lb) h onside uf his body, while his intellect and . 
astral is divided into two separate bodies —one that i moral powers are inside the body. As the whole W .. 
cannot leave the body, and one that can be detached I man's mind is in the brain, the absurdity of this is ap- 
for a short distance. Nine astral bodies are now ours, parent.. Because Kama-Rupa meant body of desire
In '-Lucifer. 1892. 4*8, nan account of four I O}. will, and Maya ri Rupa, illusionary body, the

4

$

mulgated her seven fold one, as follows: 1, body
vitality; 3, astral body; 4, body of desire, the pas
sions; 5, animal soul; G, spiritual soul; 7, divine 
soul. No. 5 was afterward modified to designate the 
mind, Manas in Sanscrit. Her original No. 2 was 
separated first into three and then into 2V princi
ples; 3, astral body; 4. the passions and desires, and 
5, the animal soul; these were transformed later into 
21 principles, thus: 3, as before; 4, the animal soul; 
and. part of 5 (the lower mind). The original No. 3. 
spirit, was at first divided into two principles,6 and 7, 
but later part of 5 (the higher mind) was joined to it.

At first, only one astral body was contained in the 
sevenfold classification. No. 3, the Linga Sharira, 
No. 4, a combination of body and mind, was not culled 
astral body. It was Kama-Rupa, body of desire, or 
the Kamalokie body, resident in kamaloku (place of 
desire). Ere long, owing to these two bodies, 3 and 
4, being attributed to man, con fusion arose among the
osophists, and both came to be called astral bodies. 
So far we have two astral bodies. Next, the term 
astral body was applied to a senblance of the human 
form projected from the physical body by an adept, 
or by any person, at the moment of death. This was 
claimed as distinct from either 3 or 4(“Esoteric Budd
hism,” 68-70). Now we have three astral bodies. 
Then in 1885, in an adept-inspired work, “Man; Frag
ments of Forgotten History”, p. 2, we were told of an-

of our astral bodies-..(1) on rhe plane of action. Mauamv churned that when No. 4 wasprojcted by will 
Linga Sharira: (2) or the, plane of sensation. Kama- I or desire it was Kama Rupa and when projected 
Pranie astral body; (3) on the plane of emotional I blindly it was Mayari-Rupa; altogether “illusionary” 
thought, Kama-Manasie, and (I) on that plane of ab- I an<j ••desire" or “will” in these terms had nothing to 
struct thought,the higher Manas, unnamed. At least, two I do with the intent or desire of the persons from 
of these, Nos. 2 and 4, were previously unheard of. I whom the astral forms might be projected, to a 
—swelling the number of these bodies to eleven. The I Sanskrit scholar this interpretation is quite amusing, 
one poor, meagre Lhiga Sharira. of the original teach- I Mme. B. learned her mistake in time: for in her later 
ing in 1881 has blossomed into eleven lovely, full- I writings, and in those of other theosophists, the form 
Hedged astral bodies:..no two of which are exactly projected by the will of the adept or the thought of a 
alike. Heve they are: (1) Linga Sharira, unable to I dying person is called Mayuri-Rupa ("Lucifer,” Dec., 
leave the body; (2) similar to No, 1. but detachable 1 sHS, 3211 332, Nov. 1891, 229: “Working Glossary,” 
from the body; (3) Kama-Pranic body; (I) Kuma- p. o(5). She also states that this Mayari-Rupa, pro- ' 
Rupa, body of desire; (5) Kama-Manasie body: (li) jected by the adept, is only an image, a form of U- ^ 
Mayavi-Rupa, body of illusion; (7) body consisting of insion created for use in the particular instance, <, ^ 
3, 4 and part of a: (8) body pertaining to abstract walking thought; and that an adept can be seenW^ 
thought; (9) Karana Sharira, the causal body; (W) several places at the same time, by creation of these 
Sukshma Sharira, the Deva-body; (11) the thought- thought-images (“Lucifer,” Dec., 1888, 332). It is 
body,agent of re-incaruation. Perhaps ere long we shall evident, then, that the Mayari-Rupa is radically dis- 
figd evolved another one to complete the full dozen, tinct from the Kama-Rupa. No. 4, which latter is a

We have been designating the primary astral form. I real body of substance, not an illusion, or a thought- 
Linga Sharira, as No. 3 in the chain of man’s septen- 1 form, like the Mayari-Rupa. Yet Aime. B. and other 
ary principles; but alas! the long-time No. 3 is No. 3 I theosophists often confound the two, and speak of 
no longer. It has been degraded to be No. 2 while them as the same. For example: in The Theosophist, 
No. 2 is exalted to No. 3. In Mrs. Annie Besant’s I Jan. 1887, 211, the astral body (4) is called the 
monograph in “The Seven Principles of Man.” pub- Mayari-Rupa or “double.” In “Esoteric Buddhism,” 
Hshed since Mme. Blavatsky’s death, the astral body, p. 71, we sge, however, told that the astral body of the 
Linga Sharira, is called No. 2, and the vitality, Prana, adept, when projected, is a part of No. 5, animated 
is^o. 3. A leading theosophic worker having criti- by No. 4 —a curious compound. How a part of a 
cised this arbitrary change of the original mahatmic I man’s mind can be animated by a body is somewhat 
teachings, Mrs. Besant replied that it was done by puzzling. If it had been said that his No. 4 (astral 
Mme. Blavatsky herself (“Lucifer,” Feb., 1892, 527). body) was animated by part of his 5 (mind) it would 
So the theosophists must put up with it, despite the have been intelligible at least. Mrs. Besant tells us 
confusion in philosophic principles thereby created. I that the adept by will-power makes whatever form of 
It was claimed that the original No. 1, the body, was Mayari-Rupa he pleases, like or unlike his physical 
the vehicle of No. 2, vitality; No. 2, the vehicle of No. body. He transfers to this his full consciousness* 
8, astral body; No. 3 the vehicle of No. 4, body of de- | his higher principles, a, 6, and 7—lives in it as 
sire, etc. But under this latter-day transposition of though it were his physical body, which he leaves ea- 
2 and 3, these vehicles become much mixed. Instead I tranced almost devoid of vitality (“Lucifer,” Nov., 
of the original 2 being the vehicle of 3, 3 is the vehicle 1891, 229). This is inconsistent with “Esoteric
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Buddhism,” which says only a. part of 5 is in the 
adept’s projected form, and with Blavatsky, who says 
that the adept only sends along with his Mayari-Rupa 

’enough of his will and consciousness to cause it to 
•appear conscious (“Lucifer,” Dec., 1888,332). Very 
different this from the adept’s 5, 6 and 7, complete, 
inhabiting his Mayari-Rupa. We are sometimes told 
that the adepts have got rid of their No. 4, Kama- 
Rupa, the animal soul, passions and desires— have 
evolved beyond it; but at other times it is taught that 
the adepts project their No. 4, or Kama-Rupa, when 
they appear in their astral bodies.

i

A CRITICAL HISTORY OF HYPNOTISM, IMPROP
ERLY CALLED ANIMAL MAGNETISM.

By Arthur Howtos
V.

SIC ITUR AI> ASTRA.

I was in error. They all went on with their private 
conversation, and when M. Leroi began to speak he 
called in vain for attention and silence, and even his 
perseverance in that request was tartly re
buked by one of his colleagues, who out of humor 
told him that he would obtain neither one nor the 
other and that if he chose it, he was welcome to leave 
his papers on the table, where any one who should 
.ike it could go and take cognizance of them.

M. Leroi was no more lucky in announcing a second 
subject. Another member told him cavalierly to pass 
to another point, this one being overdone and over- 
tedious.

Lastly, a third attempt to call attention in favor of 
another matter was most rudely repulsed by the cry 
‘ Tmposture” (equivalent to the American ‘ ‘chestnut”), 
from the mouth of a learned academician, who just 
interrupted his private babbling to pronounce this 
mature decision.

Fortunately mention of me had not yet been made; 
1 lost the object of the meeting and made profound 
reflections on the kind of awe and veneration which 
heretofore I had entertained for the Academy of 
Sciences of Paris and I came to the conclusion that 
there are things which must be seen only at a proper 
distance; for if you come too near,how ugly they are. 
Mr. Leroi interrupted my reverie by coming and tell
ing me that he was about to speak in my behalf. I
objected earnestly and urged him to 
time.

“Their minds arc too ill dispose^ 
“They have no respect for yourself;

choose a better

to-day,” said I. 
is it not evident

then that they would have still less for a stranger like 
me?” And by all means I decline to be present at the 
reading of my manuscript. I would have gone away 
if M. Leroi had persisted further.

The assembly ended as it began; the members went 
out successively, without any general discussion hav
ing taken place. There remained at last about a 
dozen members whose curiosity was sufficiently ex
cited by M. Leroi to induce them to request me to try 

' some experiment.
The childishness of asking for experiments before 

.: knowing anything on the question, would have pre- 
; ... vented me from making any even if I had the idea of 
? it. I awkwardly refused on the ground that the place 
: ,< for experimenting was not a convenient one; and 
" - ■ mere awkwardly still, I suffered myself to be led to 

M. Leroi’s where Mr. A— subject to attacks of asth- 
.. ma, consented to be experimented upon.

^ ‘ Mr. A— was sitting in an easy chair; I was stand- 
Jy /^W before him and taking hold of his hands. At 

some distance and behind me, scornfully tittering, 
^y. was grouped the rest of the company. I asked Mr. 
^ ; A—> what were the sensations that I caused in him. 
^;^Be readily answered that he felt some twitching in 
^•kfB wrists and a kind of current of subtle matter in

But when hie colleagues ironically put to 
^^w the same question he dared not answer plainly; 
^taltated and stammered. I thought I would go 
/further aud I caused him to feel instantly one of his

ffl

Attacks of asthma; the cough was dreadful. “What 
W^© matter?” again,asked sneeringly the other acad-
1 ‘It is nothing, no, nothing at all,” replied 

it Is only my cough. My asthma causes
?!^j

such an accident every day.” “Does it come every 
day at the same hour?” asked I aloud. “No, not 
exactly. The paroxysm began a little sooner, but it 
is nothing.” “1 do not doubt it,” said I coolly; and 
I left him alone tn put an end to this ridiculous scene. 
I thought I could perceive that Mr. A— was more 
free after the departure of some of the persons pres
ent; we were only five including M. Leroi, Mr. A— 
and myself. I offered to these gentlemen to make 
some other experiments. They consented and con
sequently I- bandaged the eyes of Mr. A. fAc
counts of other experiments are omitted.—Ei>.

Mesmer made up his mind to quit France 
when he had completed the cure of a few of 
his worst patients whom he could not bring himself 
to abandon, for they believed that nothing on earth 
could cure them once M. Mesmer had left them.

The good people of France hearing that Mesmer 
was about to leave them, raised a great cry of indig
nation, “What care we whether it is animal magnet
ism or not when it performs miracles said a great man 
In the Church.”

The news spread like wildfire and finally reached 
the ears of the Royal family. The Queen of France 
exerted herself strenuously to induce him to remain, 
for her opinion was on his side.

The prime minister, M. de Maurepas. on March 28, 
1781, made him an offer in the name of the govern
ment of an annual pension of twenty thousand francs, 
and another annual sum of twenty thousand francs 
for a hospital.. But Mesmer knowing by experience 
of the malignity of certain unknown enemies and 
thinking that perhaps that what was good enough for 
his patients ought to have been good enough for other 
people, und moreover being exasperated by his treat
ment at the hands of the learned men of France, the 
people of whom he expected most support, refused 
this munificent offer absolutely and without equivoca
tion. Had it been merely his intention to get rich 
surely here was his chance.

On the following day, 29th of March, he wrote to 
the Queen of France a letter in which he expressed 
his heartfelt gratitude and devotion for the intended 
favors, in this manner he stated the cause of his re
fusal.

“My intentions when I came to France were not to 
make my fortune, but to secure for my discovery the 
unqualified approval of the most scientific men of this 
age. And I will accept of no 'reward so long as I 
have not obtained this approval; for fame and the 
glory of having discovered the most important truth 
for the benefit of humanity, are to me much dearer 
than riches.”

Marner left Paris and retired with some patients of 
distinction to' Spa. Mind ^ou during his stay in 
Paris Mesmer had lacked neither clinical nor pecu
niary success. Directly he arrived in Paris his hum
ble abode in Place Yendome had been crowded with 
sufferers and a rich lady who was partial to her crises 
bought the commodious Hotel Bullion for the great 
doctor. But even here the more the faculty stigma
tized him as a charlatan the more the people crowded 
to him to receive his treatment. He built four ba- 
quets one of which was for the gratuitous use of the 
poor, and finding that even this arrangement did not 
suffice for the crowd of poor, he magnetized a tree at 
the end of the Rue Bondy.

The aforementioned baquet was a vat, or square 
tub of polished oak with glass and brass fixings the 
whole within a brass frame panelled with bevel-edged 
glass. Within thetub were placed two or three bot
tles containing iron fillings, with just enough of soiqe 
aromatic water, to cover them. In the centre was 
placed a large movable magnet. A small stove con
cealed underneath simmered a pot containing oriental 
drugs and rare Eastern perfumes. Fully appreciating 
the effects of mysterious surroundings on his patients 
Mesmer had his consulting halls hung w^h heavy 
tapestry worked with mystic and magical signs and 
symbols, pentalphas, circles, zodiacs and abracada
bras and a dim light was subdued and filtered by 
burning in antique ruby vases placed here and there 
with exquisite taste and effect. There were tall mir
rors arranged to give fantastic and distorted images

and in an adjoining room was an organ. It is a com
mon error to think that the music was solely for effect, 
no such things was however, in this case intended; 
it was for the purpose of propagating fluid and used 
in accordance with his sixteenth proposition.

Imagine the effect of the occasional sweet strains 
and delightful odors which were wafted through those 
apartments of mystery which already lulled one to 
slumber or excitement by the perfect harmony and 
the voluptuous sensations of rest which were con
veyed to the color sense. The muscular sense was 
also delighted equally with the eye, ear and nose by 
the delightfully soft divans and cushioned scats and 
carpets.

The temperature was slightly higher than temper-, 
ate, just enough to make one drowsy.

Mesmer, a commanding personageand an immense* 
individuality accompanied by D’Eslon (the Compte de 
Artois, first physician, first pupil and chief de Clini
que to Mesmer) walked up and down the apartment 
dressed in lilac silk ornamented with cabalistic fig
ures and devices, worked in gold and affected this one 
by a look, this one by a gesture, and another by a 
few passes or a pressure of the hand on the patient’s 
head or stomach.

He also employed several young men, whom he 
chose for their youth and comeliness, as valets Louch-

(To be Continued.)

W. T. STEAD’S EXPERIMENT IN TELEPATHY.
During the early part of an interview with the dis

tinguished editor of The Review of Reviews, Mr. 
Stead walked about his room as his usual habit is. I 
began by asking;

• ‘Are you a Spiritualist?”
“I never call myself a Spiritualist. I am simply 

an investigator of phenomena which as a rule are ig
nored by the majority of busy people. Certain 
facts have come before me, the only explanation of 
which seems to lie in a certain direction; but I am 
quite open to be convinced that the truth may lie in 
any other direction. If any one ean bring me a better 
working hypothesis than that of spirit-return, I am 
perfectly willing to receive it. But at present it seems 
to me no other explanation fits the facts, and until 
a better explanation is forthcoming 1 hold to ray work
ing hypothesis. That seems to me the only possible 
scientific attitude to take up in relation to any phe
nomena whatever.”

“But are you sure of your facts?”
“To begin at the beginning 1 may say I am abso

lutely certain, having verified it over and over again, 
that it is possible for some of my friends to use my 
hand as their own, they being at a distance from me. 
That is to say, a friend of mine at Newcastle is quite 
capable of using my hand here in Ixmdon, and writing 
a message, long or short, by the mere action of his 
mind upon hw hand, without any telegraph or con
necting wire. XThis, as you will rember, is alluded to 
in my Christmashumber in the scene on the iceberg.”

“Could you give me a demonstration—now—on 
the spot?”

“I will try. I often receive communications from 
my secretary in the way I have described. If she is 
late in coming she will tell me the reason why, and 
say when I am to expect her. She ought to have 
been here an hour ago, so I will just sit down and 
question her when she is coming.” Suiting the action 
to the word Mr. Stead rose from his seat opposite me, 
took his own seat in front of his desk where I had 
been sitting, took pen in hand, and touched a sheet 
of paper with its point. I noticed that neither his 
fingers nor any part of his hand or arm rested on the 
table, the only point of contact being where the pen 
touched the paper. The pen began writing, but of 
course I cbuld not see what. As he finished the last 
word the door opened, and the secretary presented 
herself. I looked to see what Mr. Stead’s hand had 
written. It was the secretary’s initials, followed by 
the words “I am here.”

I leave the reader to judge whether there is any
thing remarkable in this occurrence; I do not say that 
there is, or that there is not; but I do vouch that the 
incident happened exactly as I have described it. Mr. 
Stead emphatically assured me that he did not know 
what his band was going to write; that the action was 
purely mechanical on hl? part; that until she pre
sented herself In the way described he had not seen 
his secretary that morning; and that he did not have
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the slightest knowledge whether or not she had ar
rived. I don’t know what the reader may think, but 
1 say deliberately that either Mr. Stead lied to me 
wholesale, or that a most extraordinary coincidence 
happened—whether it were by accident or through 
occult agency. Upon my remarking to Mr. Stead that 
it might only be a curious coincidence he said at 
once:

“Certainly I do not attach any importance to it, 
only, to say the least, it was rather odd that the verl- 
lication of the statement should have arrived before 
the last word was farely formed. But,” he went on, 
“I have had communications from friends at distances 
two hundred, three hundred and over five hundred 
miles, which were afterward verified.”

“You might give me the details of one of those in
stances.”

“With pleasure. Here is one which will perhaps 
illustrate this point as well as anything: Some 
months ago I was at Redcar, in the north of England. 
A foreign lady who does some work for the Review, 
had to meet me at Redcar railway station about three 
o’clock. I was staying with my brother, who lived 
about ten minutes’ walk from the station. At twenty 
minutes to three it occurred to me that ‘about three,’ 
the phrase used in her letter, might mean some time 
before three, and as I could not lay my hand upon a 
time table, I simply asked her to use my hand and tell 
mu what time the train was due; this, I may say; was 
done without any previous communication with her 
upon the subject. She immediately wrote her name 
and said the train was due at Redcar station at ten 
minutes to three. I saw that I should have to leave 
at once, but before starting I asked her where she 
was at that moment. My hand wrote: ‘I am in the 
train at Middlesborough railway station on my way 
from Hartlepool to Redcar.’ I then went off to the 
station. On arriving there 1 went up to the time 
tabie to see when the train was due. It was timed to 
arrive at 2:52. The train, however, was late: three 
o’clock come, and it had not arrived. At five minutes 
past three, getting rather anxious, I took a slip of 
paper from my pocket, and, taking a pencil in my 
hand, asked her where she was. At that moment she 
wrote her name (they always write their names at the 
beginning and end of each communication) and said: 
‘I am in the train, rounding the curve before you 
come to Redcar station; I will be with you in a 
minute.’ ‘Why the mischief have you been so later?’ 
I mentally asked. My hand wrote: ‘We were detained 
at Middlesborough for so long; I do not know why.’ 
I put the paper in my pocket, walked to the end of 
the platform, and there was the train! The moment 
it stopped I went up to my friend, and said to her: 
‘How late you are; what on earth has been the matte?’ 
‘I do not know,’ she said. ‘The train stopped so long 
at Middlesborough, it seemed as if it would never 
start.’ I then showed her what my hand had 
written.”

‘ ‘Was that lady conscious of having corresponded 
with you in this mysterious way?”

“No; she had no knowledge whatever that she was 
writing with my hand, and she was considerably 
amazed at finding that she had done so. I had only 
seen her once before in my life. I give her instance 
because it is very simple and compact, and can be 
vorrified by reference to the lady in question, whose 
address I can give you if you like. ”

“Have you attempted communication at longer dis
tances?”

“Oh, yes. . For instance, I tried it with my eldest 
boy when he was on the Rhine last summer. He 
wrote, using my hand, twice or thrice quite correctly; 
but once the message got all wrong. How it happened 
I do not know; but I suppose in this kind of subtle 
mental telephone you are liable to cross the currents, 
just as you are in the electrical telephone. You get 
mistaken messages occasionally; but a mistaken 
message, or many mistaken messages, cannot impair 

j the scientific value of the fact that you have accurate
1 information on many occasions.”

* ‘Can you give me an instance of the kind of com
munication you had from your son?”

“Certainly. He kept me informed as to his move
ments—what day he was going to such and such a

t

their having been sent off nearly a week previous. 
Thereupon I thought my hand was writing wrongly, 
and I didn’t let it write any more from him. But 
when the boy returned I found to my surprise that the 
plates had never been received. His complaints writ
ten with my hand at Wimbledon were an accurate 
representation of the state of his mind at Boppard. 
Some of my friends have written at distances of three 
hundred miles long narratives of journeys which they 
have taken, mentioning the trains by which they went 
and came, the money they paid for their tickets, the 
cost of their dinner at the hotel; in short, giving a mul
titude of minute details which it was absolutely impos
sible for me to have divined.”

“Does distance in any way affect the success of com
munications?”

place, and the day that he intended to return.”
“Of which you had no knowledge?”
“Of which I had no knowledge. But a more remark

able instance,” Mr. Stead continued, speaking with 
increased earnestness, “was hrs message about the 
Kodak plates. The boys had a Kodak with them, and, 
as usually happens, they ran short of plates and wrote 
home in the ordinary way by letter, asking tor more 
to be sent. The plates were duly dispatched, and 
ought to have been received, when my son wrote with 
my hand saying that they were impatiently waiting 
for those plates, that they had used |p all their 
plates, and they couldn’t go on photographing unless 
fresh plates were sent. I at once made inquiries and 
ascertained that the plates had been duly dispatched. 
A day or two later he again wrote with my hand,

bags s

night. 1 do not want you to be disheartened about j 
that machine; it is a good machine; but the delay will 
give yon time to go to America, and that will be ex- ’ 
eellent for both you and M----- .’

“On receiving that message, which,” said Mr. 
Stead, “1 did not expect in the least, for I had no 
reason whatever to believe that anything had gone 
wrong with the machine, I telephoned to the Metro
pole, and found that Mr. B. was there. I had ex
pected he would be at Preston. He came round in 
the afternoon looking haggard and ill. I asked him 
what was the matter. He said that his head was 
badland that the worry he had about that machine 
was enough to kill him. I said: ‘What is the mat
ter?’ ‘Well,’ said he, ‘yesterday, you know, 1 had 
the Chairman of our /American Board there, and that

“So far as I can ascertain it makes no difference machine no sooner got started than two of the 
whatever.” I springs broke which clip the paper and carry it

“How did you find out that you had this wonderful | round the cylinder. The result was I ho trial could 
faculty, Mr. Stead?” I not go on. I was so pul out that I was physically

“The answer to that question takes us on to the I sick, and my head is bad yet.' ‘Then,’ said I, ‘what 
further question of communication with intelligences about going down to Preston to-night; the machine 
purporting to be on the side of the grave.” / will have to be repaired.’ 1 then smiled and said, 

“Ah, that’s what I want to be at. But hoyis I ‘I knew al! that before you came,’and produced the* 
that?” I journal which I have just shown you, and read the
□ “It was the intelligence that guided my hand that I message which had been written with my hand at ten 
told me about it. I had no idea, nor, so far as 1 o’clock that morning.’ 
know, had any one, either in the Psychical Research I “And you had absolutely no other communication 
Society, or among the regular Spiritualists, that the about the machine than that from ‘Julia,’ and until 
mind of a living person could use the hand of another you received her message you fully intended going 
person at a distance and write a message. But the j to Preston; and had no suspicion that Mr. B------ was 
intelligence that controls my hand while writing one at the Metropole; and you did not go to Preston, but 
day suddenly wrote, ‘Why do you think it strange went home?"
that I should be able to write with your hand. Any “1 had absolutely no other communication, and the 
one can write with your hand.’ ‘What,’ said I, ‘do message from ‘Julia’ changed all my plans. Thus I 
you mean that living people on this earth can do so?’ know that an intelligence which is not my own mind 
‘Try it; you will find that any of your friends can use is able to and docs occasionally communicate things 
your hand to write messages which they wish to com- to me of which I know nothing. That is a verified 
munieateto you.’ This seemed strange, almost in-I and verifiable fact.” 
credible; but I promptly put it to the test, and found “How far does your intelligence know things that 
that the fact was exactly as she had said.” are going to happen?" I had in my mind the fate of

“ ‘She?’ ” I governments, the outcome of elections, the result of
“Yes; I say ‘she’ because the intelligence which horse races, etc., though 1 did not mention any of 

communicated that piece of information to me always these to Mr. Stead.
professes to have been a lady friend of mine who died “What she says is this: That sometimes she is 
a little more than twelve months since. She was not able to sec what is going to happen, but she is not 
a very intimate friend, I had only seen her twice in allowed to commuicate. Sometimes she is permitted 
my life, but there was a great deal of sympathy be- to communicate such information, and at other tthr'^ 
tween us. She was a journalist, as I am, and deeply she doesn’t know anything at all about it any o^s 
interested in most of the movements in which I am than we do.”
working. She appeared to a friend of mine, who was “Can you give me any instance of this prevIsfo»IH| 
a still.greater friend of hers, ata country house where the part of your ‘intelligence?’”
I was staying. That friend was much disturbed be- I “Certainly. The very first day on which she ever 
cause she could not hear what was said, and she asked wrote with my hand she made a statement as to 
me if 1 knew of any medium or clairvoyant who could something that was to happen to a friend of mine 
hear any message that her dead friend might have to I concerning a long journey which she was about to 
state to her. I then said that my hand had begun to I take in the autumn. My friend laughed at the pre
write quite recently, and that as I knew the lady in j diction, and said that it was absurd. So did every 
question she might possibly use my hand. The next one connected with her. But the intelligence that 
morning before breakfast 1 gave my friend on the controls my hand calmly and constantly repeated her 
other side an opportunity to write: she wrote, and assertion. My Iriend, she said, would make that 
she has written ever since.” journey, notwithstanding everything that seemed

“Really, Mr. Stead! How do you know it was not against it. When my friend made engagements to 
your own sub-consciousness?” attend public meetings in October or November of

“That is just the question that I asked her. She which I knew nothing, my hand wrote remon- 
gave me a test which seemed to me, and 1 think will strances saying that the engagements had been 
seem to you, quite conclusive, that whatever intelli- made, butthat they would have to be cancelled as 
gence it was that moved my hand it certainly poe- the journey would have to be taken. Down to tt^; 
seesed knowledge which the deceased lady possessed, very last my friend ridiculed the story and laughed' 
but which I did not, I will give you an instance of the at the idea that she should alter her public engage- < 
kind you'ask for. I was going down to Preston one | ments merely because my hand said she had to teh®;; 
day to see the trial of a Feister printing machine a long journey which she was quite determined A02 
which I hoped some day might print a daily paper to take. All the same it came true to the w^;- 
for me. I left home on the 18th of August last with letter.” 
the intention of going to Preston in the afternoon to 1 remarked to Mr. Stead that if what he regards as 
see the trial of the machine on the morning of the I his own “particular patent pet discovery” should 
19th. The owner of the machine had gone down a stand the test of timp, it would give him, as a jour- 
day or two before to arrange for a trial of the ma- nalist, a supreme advantage over others. “Exactly,” 
chine on the 19th before the chairman of his Ameri- he replied, “simply incalculable. Think of what & 
can Board. When I left homo I told my wife that 11 change would be affected by being able to receive a 
should not be back till ths next day. On arriving at message from the heart of Russia or America instaa- . 
the office at 10 o’clock, my hand, in the presence of taneously without the use of telephone, telegraph, or 
my secretary, wrote, this:” any other mechanical medium of communication.” ;

As he spoke, Mr. Stead took do vn a substantial At present, however, the system is but in its exoeri- 
diary, turned to August 18th and read off the follow- mental stages and is not always to be relied upon, 
ing entry, I following the words with my eye whilst I Happily, all these things are to be investigated by the 
took them down in shorthand. The writing was Society of Psychical Research. Mr. Stead has offered 

ther straggly, though not large, sloping backward, to lay the evidence before them, and before passing 
the words all being joined together and with little or any judgment we must wait for their verdict.' 
no space between. It reminded me of the work I Mr. Stead takes all these wonders quite calmly, as 
have seen turned out by the electric writing tele- if they were all ordinary incidents in his day’s 
graph. Here is the “message” from “Julia:” , | work. “Apart from the journalistic value of

“ ‘I want to tell you that things are not going | this discovery,” I said, “is there any utility inspirit* 
quite right about the morning paper. You will not return?”
go to Preston to-day; the machine will not go right, “The right question to ask is not whether there is* ; 
and B------[owner of the machine] is in a state of I utility in It but whether there is truth in it,” he. re»?; 
frenzy------- The machine was tried on Wednesday plied. “You asked me just now about the corres-, 
morning [the previous day], and when it was work- pondence in the Daily Chronicle under the heading, 
ing something broke, which will have to be mended, 1 *Is Christianity Played Out?’ Have you reflected j^J 
and the trial which you expected to-morrow will not I a moment what the consequences would be If the 
be possible. B------ is at the Metropole; you can tele- of spirit communion, and the permanence of the 
phone Mm, and he will tell you that things are so. I vidual after death could be scientifically d 
am quite sure that you will not go to Preston to-1 ted.—Albert Dawson in The Independent.
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THEOSOPHICAL CLAIMS.
On another page may be found a communication 

from Dr. J. D. Buck, an able and eminent represen
tative of theosophy in this country, criticising some 
of our remarks respecting one of the lectures which 
Mrs. Besant recently gave in this city.

No extended reply seems to be required. We are 
acquainted somewhat with the teachings of theosophy 
and with the statements which it puts forward in sup
port of its claims. We are neither disposed to ridi
cule it nor to concur in its assumptions. There is no 
doubt as to the desirableness of cultivating the spir
itual and moral nature, but that such cultivation will 
result in the acceptance of theosophy, except in its 
general elements, or that it will give exceptional 
power over the forces of nature, does not appear 
from anything that Dr. Buck has written. We rec
ognize the ability of Mrs. Besant and her unselfish 
work for years in the interests of humanity, but this 
does not entitle any unsupported theories which she 
advances to credence. The best of people are liable 
to err when they enter the region of speculation and 
mysticism. If theosophy would confine its claims to 
the provable or even the probable, it would appeal 
much more strongly than it now does to the intel- 
lectual classes, especially those who require proof of 
what they believe. For instance, the existence of 
the mahatmas is asserted, but not one particle of 
proof is adduced to show that there is any such class 
of persons on earth. The claims in regard to them 
are antecedently improbable, and for proof we have 
nothing but the mere unsupported-statements of indi
viduals whose honesty may be unimpeachable but 
who are liable and likely from many causes to be 
mistaken.

Had an individual gained knowledge of electricity 
a thousand years ago, we have no doubt that the dif- 
fussion of knowledge in regard to it and its applica
tion to the requirements of life, would have been a 
great blessing and would have advanced the world 
incalculably; would have destroyed barriers which 
separated nations, overcome prejudices and would 
have broadened the thoughts and sympathies of 
thousands now brought together practically by means 
of this space annihilating agency. If there were 
adepts, having the power ascribed to them by theo- 
sophists, and they should make known their powers 
and employ them for popular enlightenment and re
form, we conceive that the result would be most 
beneficent. There is no reason whatever for restrict
ing any knowledge that is acquired to a few. Even 
if the adepts were indisposed to make mankind in 
general acquainted with their methods, they could 
satisfy scientific men of the validity of their claims, 
or rather the claims made for them, but nothing of 
this has been done and we doubt strongly whether 
anything of the kind ever will be done.

We do not question that the human mind has latent 
powers and it may be, for aught we know to the con
trary, that nther senses than those we consciously 
possess, will be developed in the future, but there is 
no reason why, if an individual has been favored by 
such development in advance of the condition of his 
race, that he should conceal himself from the world 
or monopolize to himself and his class the extra 
knowledge which he has acquired. Mrs. Besant, we 
have no doubt deserves all the. praise accorded to 
her, but there are many others not less worthy than 
she who, if intellectual and moral worth would give 
to them supernormal powers, would possess them in 
an eminent degree.

What ,wc most dislike in the theosophical claims 
and methods is their tendency to establish a class
making claim to esoteric knowledge, which in fact, 
amounts to a priestly order. The clergy in the past 
have made the claim that they were called to preach, 
j&ommissioned, so to speak, by God, authorized to 

j speak in his name, to perform functions which the 
' UBGrrctained could not perform without sacrilege. The 
elergy have conveyed the idea that they wore only 
capable of interpreting correctly the scriptures, and 
nothing but the differences between them, and their 
antagonisms growing out of rival interests, have

opened the eyes of the people to the falsehood and 
foolishness of their priestly pretensions. Now it 
looks as though theosophists who have become eman
cipated from the dogmatic theology in which they 
were indoctrinated, were about to establish another 
system of dogmatic speculative belief and to bring 
into existence an order very much, in its character 
and spirit, like the priestly order against whose teach
ings theosophists have revolted.

In no spirit of antagonism, hut with sincere desire 
to get at the truth, wo call upon theosophists to give 
some evidence of the occult powers which they Huhn 
for a class of men of whom the world knows nothing, 
and whose existence is in every way improbable. Let 
the evidence be such that men of science, men who 
arc capable of discriminating between reality and 
appearance and who know what verification means, 
will be impressed by the evidence.

AN INADEQUATE EXPLANATION.
The Banner of Light comments on an article which 

recently appeared in a scientific paper entitled “Ke- 
sidual Personality,*' and after criticising the article, 
it concludes thus: ‘Tn this struggling sty le of thought, 
it is sought to foist upon public credulity the notion 
that somehow the phenomena of multiple personality 
is quite equal to a full and satisfactory explanation of 
the phenomena of Spiritualism,"

The article commented upon, we read carefully 
when it appeared and at the time made some refer
ence to it in The Joi knal. it stated a number of 
facts and presented some conclusions which we must 
say were entirely satisfactory. We.quite agree with 
our e.-teemed contemporary that the phenomena of 
multiple personality so called, do not furnish -a full 
and satisfactory explanation of the phenomena of 
Spiritualism.” In fact, the phenomena of multiple 
personality are themselves in great need of scientific 
explanation. Theassertion that all the various men
tal phenomena which the French physiological psy
chologists have classed under the name of multiple 
personality, or primary and secondary personalities, 
or triple personality, arc explicable upon the iqfis of 
change of centers of thought in the brain and arcua
tion of portions of the personality, does not by any 
means solve the problem which is presented by a 
number of phenomena to which reference is here 
made.

For instance, when a person in health and in a per
fectly normal mental condition writes without volition 
or muscular effort, whole sentences, paragraphs anil 
articles on a great variety of subjects, often rontain- 
ingthought beyond the subject's intellectual rapacity 
and stating facts not any part of the subject's knowl
edge, there is a phenomenon presented which is more 
difficult to explain, by the hypothesis of multiple per
sonality than by the theory of spirit agency. When 
the intelligence which thus communicates, claims to 
be at different times different personalities, repre
senting a variety of thought and style, from that of 
an illiterate and superficial person to that of a deep 
thinker and polished writer, and when duringall this 
time, the person whose hand does the. writing is un
conscious of any participation in the thought or pro
duction of the compostion. the conclusion seems 
far more rational that the writing is directed by un
seen intelligences of different degrees of intelligence 
and culture than by some operation of the subject’s 
own mind, thinking and acting outside of and inde
pendently of the general ordinary consciousness. 
When facts are communicated which were no part of 
the medium’s knowledge and no part of the knowledge 
of any persons present, how can they come from the 
secondary or other personality? How can they come 
from the subconscious or subliminal depths when 
the individual has never been in communication 
with persons nor in contact with scenes from* which 
they could have been learned? And then why does the 
secondary personality ortho subliminal consciousness 
claim to be a discarnrate spirit, now one, now another, 
unless there is some foundation for this clai.n, when 
the medium is known to be a person of veracity and 
integrity. Why do the communications in such cases

bear all the indications and appearance of being from 
other personalitii'S, if they indeed be but representa
tions of different aspects of the medium or subject. 
The Banner of Light Is right in its conclusion that 
asm’ibingcertain of the phenomena of Spiritualism to 
multiple personality is not “quite equal to a full and 
satisfactory explanation of the phenomena of Spirit
ualism.”

ORGANIZATION OF SPIRITUALISTS.
There was a lime when leading Spiritualists de

sired and hoped for a general organiza!ion of their 
forces, for a union of all the earnest Spiritualists of 
this country, and of the world even, in an organiza
tion for the advancement of the great truths of their • 
philosophy. Were such an union practicable, it un-t 
doubtedly would be able to accomplish a great deal: 
for its numerical strength would command respect 
and its united and concentrated effort would give an 
impetus to the movement which otherwise could not 
be imparted to it. There would be undoubtedly, on 
the other hand, all those disadvantages which result 
from massing large bodies together, under conditions 
which require a certain amount of intellectual con
formity and subordination of the individual self to the 
gom ral purpose and spirit. There is nothing in this 
world of more importance than individuality. Any
thing that impairs the strength of this prepares the 
way for general deterioration, intellectual and moral. 
One of the very rharacteristirs of all forms of liberal
ism L religion is the emphasis placed upon the right 
of each person to do his own thinking, to differ from 
others us much as he must and to concur with them 
only when he can without sacrifice of intellectual in- 
depenilcnce in- self respect. In the great religious 
organizations this is sacrificed in proportion to 
their strength, the narrowness of their creeds and 
the rigidness of their discipline. For instance, the 
great mass of Catholics think in herds, for the 
obvious reason that they have a creed presented for 
their acceptance, to which they must subscribe on 
penally of excommunication or exclusion in this world 
and eternal torture ih the next. The result is com
pliance with requirements of a hierarch;,- and un
bounded respect for mere authority the result is 
intellectual peace at the price of intelkvtuul death, 
the end of ajl mental activity in regard to religions 
matters, and blind acquiescence in the demands of a 
priesthood, itself as subservient to the higher 
authority as the masses arc to it.

If Spiritualism ycur> ago had been organized, it 
would have become another sect, with a. creed, with 
a ritual, with a priesthood, with all the accessories of 
a religious sect; and how much better would it be 
than most of the other religions sects which to-day 
make up the religious organizations of ('hristiandom? 
Very little, if any, perhaps. Spiritualists have re
mained comparatively unorganized for the societies 
formed here and there arc mostly small in numbers 
and of temporary duration only, and while they have 
not had the advantages of that unity of action which 
organization secures, they have not been cramped by 
creeds, they have not been bound by authorities, 
they have not been subject to secessions and sub
divisions: in fart, thev have not suffered from the. 
effects of being formally united, while substantially* 
in a slate of disunion and intellectual discord. It is 
doubtful, therefore, whether under the circumstances, 
the union of Spiritualists to-day on a large scale is 
desirable, even though much benefit may result from 
local organizations, where they can be composed of 
good material and be conducted in a harmonious 
spirit.

Spiritualism fortunately does not depend upon or
ganizations exclusively its own. It is a force which 
makes itself felt in organizations which already exist 
and among those outMde of all organizations, among 
the unchurched as well as among the churched 
people. It has steadily during the last half-century 
infused itself into the thought and literature of the 
world. It has appealed to people of every class. It 
jiermeates the best literature of the day. It has 
made itself powerfully felt among mon of science, it
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has modified the teachings of the pulpit and entered 
the literature of the Sunday school. The views of 
the great mass of religious people, of those who. a 
few years ago conceived of the future life as to be 
obtained only by bodily resurrection, have been 
greatly changed and spiritualized by this movement 
which, however much misunderstood, misrepre
sented and maligned, has grown constantly and mod
ified and influenced every class of society and every 
province of human thought. “Peace hath its vic
tories no less renowned than war,” and the victories 
of Spiritualism have been of the most pacific char
acter, but none the less radical, revolutionary and in 
the main, enduring. Spiritualists need not therefore 
deplore lack of influence their faith is exerting be
cause they have no groat organizations, which under 
existing circumstances indeed, might hamper more 
than they would help.

CHURCH TAXATION.
The Boston Investigator of recent date had an ex

cellent article entitled “Tax the Churches.” It wisely 
says: “At no distant date the people of this nation 
will realize what a mighty power ecdesiasticism wields 
on account of the privilege of exemption from tax
ation. The growth of the church in this line is as
tonishing and it must continue to increase with great 
rapidity so long as it enjoys this immunity.”

Very true. The exemption of church property from 
taxation is a great wrong. It involves levying upon 
the unchurched as well as the churched for the sup
port of religion. The exempting of one class of 
property from taxation is in effect precisely the same 
as adding a larger tax than would otherwise he as
sessed on the property of tax payers. It is, in fact, 
indirectly compelling all tax payers to support 
churches. The. whole system ought to be abolished 
as Garfield pointed out in one of his speeches when 
he was a member of the House of Representatives. 
The exemption of churches from taxation is a rem
nant of the old union of Church and State.

The effect of church exemption in all countries has 
been the same where it has been continued any 
great length of time. In England, it led to confisca
tion; in France, where once the Church owned 
nearly one-half the land, revolution and the taking of 
ecclesiastical funds for civil purposes resulted; in 
Mexico, confiscation only a few years ago was the 
result of the absorption of the wealth of the country 
by the Church; in Canada, the Church is rapidly in
creasing in wealth and it is only a question of time 
when it will have to disgorge the money of which it 
has systematically robbed the people. In this 
country, where the increase of churches has'kept 
pace with the decrease of religious faith, where the 
condition of the growth of the Church has been sub
ordination of belief and increasing prominence of 
the social element, church exemption will give rise 
to a problem, the solution of which it is not easy to 
foresee. There are six hundred millions dollars’ 
worth of untaxed property in the United States. 
This being exempted, the increase of value by the 
unearned increment will go on progressively. What 
will be the result? When the unused resources are 
less abundant than they are now, when the popula
tion is much larger and the conditions of life harder, 
it is not likely that the people will submit to contin
ual absorption of their earnings by ecdesiasticism; 
nor is it probable that they will respect the rights 
which are now recognized in the enormous ecclesias
tical wealth which has been amassed and which will 
be held before the time of settling arrives. The only 
proper way in a republic like this, is for the believers 
in religion to support their own faith voluntarily 
without any intervention of the government in favor 
of compulsory support by those who are not in the 
churches or are indisposed to help support any par
ticular kind of religion. As the Investigator says in 
concluding its article, which if' we had space wo 
would be glad to copy; “Justice has but one face. 
That face she shows to all alike. We ask in the’ 
matter of taxation justice alone. Let the Christian 
be treated as the freethinker is treated. Let all

men stand before the State equal. There is one fair 
thing to do, that is, tax all properly honestly, justly, 
equally.”

ISRAELITISH CRITICISM..
In a recent editorial in tlm Chicago Israelite there 

arc some remarks in regard to Spiritualism and Spir
itualists. From that article we give the following ex
tract:

We have seen performances of the most expert 
jugglers and prestidigitators and could not tell how 
these things are done, but always felt sure that they 
were not done by ghosts. A certain medical doctor 
—name forgotten—wrote on the pathology of Spirit
ualism and did quite well, for with many it seems a 
disease, i. e., under certain circumstances and slate of 
mind they cannot distinguish between reality and tho 
product of phantasy and verily believe they see out
side of themselves plastically what in fact occurs in 
them phantasticaily.

It is not tube denied that there are. persons who are 
abnormal, credulous, hallucinated and crazy, but 
certainly cur Israelhish friend is behind the times in 
commenting on the phenomena of Spiritualism and 
the character of Spiritualists in this fashion. Occur
rences which have, heretofore been denied or ignored 
by scientific men are now receiving recognition by the 
ablest scientists of Europe and America. If they 
have been forced against their preconceptions and 
prejudices to acknowledge the facts, whatever ex- 
planation of them is suggested, these phenomena arc 
real and not imaginary. They arc worthy of the most 
careful investigation. The phenomena have, satisfied 
some of the most astute minds of this and past gen
erations that the cause is invisible, intelligent beings, 
it is not, of course, necessary that one acknowledge 
spirit agency as the cause of the- phehomena of Spir
itualism, but il is important that he keep his mind 
open to the truth, acknowledge facts when they have 
been well established, and treat all classo of religious 
thinkers with respect and courtesy. This is hardly 
done in the article from which the few words above 
extracted are taken.

Docs the Israelite, recognize the existence of spirits? 
Docs it recognize their manifestations in the past 
during various periods of Jewish history. Do not 
the Jewish scriptures abound in records of visions, 
angelic visits and ministrations, and the agency of 
spirits, good and evil, in the affairs of men. If these 
things were possible in the past, why should our 
Israelitish contemporary bo so incredulous in regard 
to their occurrence to-day? The Israelite's attention 
is invited to the indisputable phenomena now familiar 
to investigators of psychic phenomena, knowledge of 
which will cause our contemporary to have more 
respect than it now shows for Spiritualists.

PSYCHICAL SCIENCE CONGRESS NOTES.
Among- the pioneer Spiritualists of this country and 

one of the ablest contributors to its periodical liter
ature is Mr. M. C. C. Church, of Parkersburg. He 
is a representative especially of the thought-side of 
Spiritualism. He accepts’an invitation to become a 
member of the Advisory Council in the following let
ter:

TAKKEUsutHii, WestVa., January 2a, 1893.
Dear Mr, Underwood: Your very kind favor of 

the 22nd inst., informing me of the action of the 
.Psychical Science Congress Committee, has been re
ceived. Will you please inform the Committee that 
I fully appreciate the courtesy extended to me and 
that I accept the appointment, although my age and 
many physical infirmities will prevent me doing all 
that my heat t pi ompts. I trust your proceedings will 
be so conducted as to settle once and for all time the 
great fact of the continuity of the life of personal 
existence beyond the grave —a fact which has been to 
me beyond question for more than forty years.

Yours cordially,
M. C. C. Church.

The present editor of Light, (London) who has had 
charge of that able journal since the demise of Mr. 
W. Stainton Moses, writes as follows in response to a 
letter naming him as one of the Councilors:

London, January 25, 1898.
Dea r Professor Coles: 1 accept with great satis

faction the offer of a seat on the Council of the Psy
chical Science Congress connected with your great 
Exposition. It is quite appropriate that free America 
should recognize all shades of thought, and as the 
representative of the best spiritualistic thought in 
England will not be out of place at your council 
board, as such representative, however unworthy he 
may bo personally, I am' Faithfully yours,

Wm. Paice.

Eminent among the .younger thinkers and authors 
of the country stands Daniel Greenleaf Thompson. 
His great work, “Thompson’s Psychology,” pub
lished in London a few years ago commanded high 
praise from the leading English thinkers, and at 
once placed Mr. Thompson foremost among American 
psychologists. Mr. Thompson belongs to a family 
which has shown great variety and versatility of 
talent. He is a kinsman by descent of the celebrated 
scientist and philosopher Sir Benjamin Thompson 
(Count Rumford), and son of the author of “The 
Green Mountain Boys” and other quite as well 
known American novels. Though engaged in the 
practice of law Mr. Thompson finds time to write 
books on a number of subjects. He is interested in 
the investigations in psychical science and accepts 
a position on the Advisory Council in the following 
letter:

New York, January 25, 1898.
Dear Mr. Underwood: I am in receipt of your 

kind letter of January 22nd, and shall be pleased to 
accept your invitation to become a member of the 
Advisory Council of the Congress. Hoping that you 
are well and trusting that I shall see you some time 
before long, I am always

Faithfully yours,
Daniel G. Thom?som.

Mr. W. T. Stead, the great English journalist, b 
known by reputation the world over. He writes:

London, February 2. 1893.
Dear Mr. Underwood: I am much obliged to 

you for the intimation that I have been nominated as 
a member of the Advisory Council of the World’s 
Congress Auxiliary, for the Psychical Congress. It 
is extremely doubtful at present as to whether I shall - 
be able to get to America this year, but I gratefully 
accept your nomination, and should be glad to do 
anything that I can to quicken public interest in the 
most important of modern studies. I am

Yours very truly,
W. T. Stead.

On November 12, 1892, there was published in 
Light a story about a photograph that had been taken 
of a woman who had been dead four or five years. 
The story was copied from The Relioio-Philosophi- 
oal Journal, as was stated at the rime. This latter 
had copied it from Neue Spiritualistiche Bleatter. A 
letter has just come to Light from Stockholm, with 
the well-known signature, “A. E. TorhSbohm,” giv
ing some very unpleasant information as to the gene
sis of the story. One or two points about the story 
appearing suspicious, Professor TornUbohm wrote for 
a copy of Anzeigeblatt fur Photographie, to which, 
the Spiritualistiche Bleatter professed itself indebted 
for the account. In the issue of that paper contain
ing the narrative, says our correspondent, “I found 
to my utter astonishment that there the story was dis
tinctly pointed out as a fiction, got up for the amuse
ment of the readers of the Anzeigeblatt. Atthe.end 
of the article there appeared this passage, ‘The man 
who told the story seemed to be drunk.’ ” That this 
story appeared in Light is to be regretted, but it Is 
the Neue Spiritualistisehe Bleatter which is to blame, 
as it should have seen that the thing was a joke. It ( 
is such things as this that help to bring discredit on 
accounts of spiritualistic investigation. At the same 
time it may be of use in showing, to those of our cor
respondents who feel aggrieved at its apparent sever
ity, how necessary such caution really is. The Neue 
Spiritualistiche Bleatter should have been above sus
picion.—Light.
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never in my life had I felt so happy, 
an endeavor to analyze, my feelings,

theosophy and ridicule or

the water

Miss Olive Schreiner, Ralph Iron, is 
about to leave her cottage al Matjesfentein, 
South Africa, and go to England in the in
terest of a new book.

MRS. BESANT AND THEOSOPHICAL

CLAIMS?’

standpoint is, very few

To the Editor: in your issue of !)♦- 
ceiiyier 24th you comment under the above 
heading on Mrs. Besant’s lecture in Chi
cago, her subject being I presume, •‘Theo
sophy and Modern Progress,” meaning 
particularly progress in science. Although 
somewhat out of date as to time, yet as the 
subject itself is ever new, it seems to me 
that further discussion of your position 
and Mrs. Besant's may not be without 
both interest and profit. Of course i do 
not assume to speak in any sense for Mrs. 
Besant, but as all sides of every such 
question are open to discussion 1 may be 
allowed to presentsome considerations that 
{ think invalidate your position. I am 
further led Iodo this by the candor and 
evident fairness of your statements, and 
the sincerity you-so readily accord to her.

You say, “for the most part, her lecture 
would have been just as strong, her 
thought just as valuable, her utterances 
just as eloquent, if the thought advanced 
had been labeled Spiritualism instead of 
Theosophy.” For the most part, yes. but 
not for all. It ought long ago to have been 
acknowledged that to a considerable ex
tent theosophy and Spiritualism run on 
parallel lines and have a great deal in 
common.

With a very similar basis of psychic 
phenomena; with the same antagonism to 
dogma, cant and creml: with a very simi
lar belief in the destiny and immortality 

, of the soul, ami its evolution to higher 
pianos the theosophist and Spiritualist find 
much in common. With the interpreta
tion of certain phenomena, both objective 
ami subjective, with post-mortem states 

^ad antenatal existence, and hence, with 
Tie doctrine of reincarnation, the theo- 

sophist takes issue with the Spiritualist. 
’ H^uce, while “for the most part” Mrs. 

■ . Besant’s utterances might have been labeled 
'•Spiritualism, there would have arisen 

grave inconsistencies as soon as any of her 
positions came to be more fully elaborated. 
In short, the theosophist views the whole 
range of psychic phenomena, and the na
ture of mau and his entire evolution from 
a different standpoint, and what this

HOW IT SEEMS TO DIE BY DROWN
ING.

ever seem* to 
They either

be badly treated, and

theosophists, or propose to annex theo
sophy to Spiritualism as a sort of summer 
kitchen, if I might presume to suggest 
what in my humble judgment ought to 
occur it would be this: Spiritualists should 
study theosophy carefully and conscien
tiously, particularly the doctrines of 
Karma, reincarnation, the seven-fold na
ture of man, and evolution under these 
lights. The result would be a modifica
tion of their present beliefs at certain 
points. There would be no more medi
ums, but the true seer would take their 
place. There would be no more yielding 
to unseen “controls,” but there would be 
masters commanding unseen forces. 
There would be no more forced develop
ment of mediumship, but a normal un
folding of psychic power along the lines of 
human evolution, while obscession and in
sanity would disappear with medium
ship. The science of occultism would 
take the place of the empiricism of Spir
itualism. With Spiritualism thus reno
vated and rejuvenated names would be of 
slight account. The theosophist like Mrs. 
Besant is very slow to claim occult powers, 
but all such do claim, and are able to 
justify the claim, that they are working 
Intelligently on these lines and with assur
ance that they do not labor in vain. They 
will never undertake t® convince others of 
the wisdom of iheircourse from the dis
play of phenomena, for those are incidental.

<The normal and higher evolution of man 
is the point aimed at, and as this occurs 
naturally, the powers that belong to each 

, higher plane are unfolded and come to 
stay. The most important consideration 
remains to be noted. The very discipline 
which makes the higher evolution possi
ble, the unselfish life, the thorough put
ttag away of all personal desires, ail am- 
bitloBS, except to serve and bless mankind, 
which finally results in psychic knowledge 
and power and brings one on to that plane

becomes natural and constant, demon
strates step by step the worthiness of the 
neophite, and the positive assurance that 
no power thus gained and used can be 
degraded and misapplied. Such powers 
are never given to the candidate. They 
must be evolved. Even their existence 
will not be demonstrated’to him. He must 
sense their existence by his own intuition, 
as the logical sequence of evolution. He 
must begin to work toward them by his 
daily life. He will step by step, and day 
by day find increased assurance, way
marks that assure him that he is on the 
right track; and, to use an expression in 
occultism, “When the candidate is ready 
the master will appear.”

The illustration used in your comment, 
in comparing electricity with psychic 
powers, does not, in my judgment apply 
at all. Electricity is a far lower form of 
energy. The knowledge gained in this 
department has come naturally as a con
comitant of race evolution. Therefore the 
question as to whether it will be benef
icently used for the good of the entire race 
does not enter into the problem. It is here, 
so 'far as knowledge is gained, and the 
responsibility of its right use lies upon the 
race that possesses the knowledge, and 
cannot be avoided,.and some sorry scores 
may have to be settled at this point. Had 
this knowledge been solely the possession 
uf one or of a few individuals; had they 
known fully as we now know only in part, 
all its powers, its dangers, its laws, its 
possibilities for good and for evil, and had 
they revealed this knowledge to an age ig
norant. brutal and sure to misuse it, say a 
thousand years before its time, upon them 
would have rested the responsibility of all 
injury inflicted, and not upon those who 
had weapons put into their hands concern
ing the power and responsibility of which 
they were wholly ignorant. The intelli
gence of the individual is everywhere the 
measure of his responsibility, and the 
higher the knowledge, even to adeptship, 
ihr greater the responsibility. The adepts 
have more than once declared that they 
prefer to have their very existence doubted 
and denied,, and disbelief in such psycho
logical powers general. They do not keep 
men in ignorance, nor do they rush them 
into powers without knowledge. Possess
ing these powers they also know when and 
how to use them for the best interests of 
the whole humanity and not for their own 
vain glory, nor yet to satisfy the curiosity 
or cupidity of mankind. Admitting for the 
sake of the argument the existence of such 
persons and powers, these reasons have al
ways seemed to me just and sufficient.

I am very well aware, however, that 
they will nut be equally satisfactory to a 
large number of persons. There’ are tyros 
in music who desire and expect to take 
their first lessons in one of Mozart's sym
phonies, and when they find that for 
weary mouths they have to work in finger 
exercises and practice scales, they con
clude either that the teacher is deficient, 
or that they have no ear for music. Still 
the science of music and the one only 
method of Its acquirement remain unal
tered. The press and the people have un
duly magnified, and entirely misunder
stood occult phenomena. Persons have 
joined the T. S. under this glamour, ex
pecting to receive instructions from ma- 
hatmas direct, and become full-fledged 
adepts in a few months by a few easy les
sons, and they have formed glorious vis
ions of how they would startle the world 
and get even with their enemies with the 
irresistible will power of the adept! They 
have been told at every step that such a 
thing is impossible, yet they have stead-

rend it. Theosophy teaches the uni
versal brotherhood of man and the 
higher evolution of the soul. Every power 
of the mahatma lies latent in every man, 
and theosophy points out the method and 
undertakes to assist in the process of this 
evolution. Some thousands of years hence 
humanity may have fully evolved a sixth 
sense, in addition to the present five, and 
even a seventh sense—the synthesis of the 
other six—may begin to develop, for man 
has potentially seven senses relating him 
to seven planes of nature. This is the 
process of the normal evolution of the 
race. But by certain well-known pro
cesses man may outstrip his race, and 
following the line of least resistance avoid 
all unnecessary delays and by sheer force 
of will and self-mastery, become an ad
vance guard, an elder brother of his race. 
Exactly how to do this theosophy plainly 
declares. Yet how many listen? How 
many are willing to pay the price in self- 
denial and genuine service to humanity f

The result of such forced training would 
be to place in every generation not one, 
but many such souls as Annie Besant, 
working everywhere for the poor, and 
pleading like one inspired for the brother
hood of man, possessing nothing they 
could cal! their own. and desiring nothing 
that the world can give except the oppor
tunity to serve. For the sixth sense when 
understood and unfo.ded is what the 
Gnostics called “Christos” and what the 
Hindoos call “Buddhi," i. e., pure altru
ism. It has an organ in the human brain, 
atrophied now for lack of use, a puzzle to 
nearly every anatomist, though one or 
two have come very close to its use. This 
organ may be awakened and its function 
restored. It is sometimes slightly awake 
in mediums of the higher order, and when 
it is fully awake they will see, not dimly 
in the astral world, but with open vision, 
clairvoyant and clairaudient indeed. Its 
premature awakening means only disease 
and pain, as with the Seeress of Prevorst. 
If the whole man, body and soul, are but 
equally developed; it is like putting an 
engine of a hundred horse power in a boat 
capable of sustaining but a tenth of such 
energy; the boat creaks nt every joint and 
finally goes to pieces; pain to the individ
ual, a day's wonder, bul little lasting good 
to mankind.

The surrender of self to an ideal, and 
the dedication to unselfish service of man
kind is not a thing likely to become popu
lar to any large extent al the present day. 
No such complete self-surrender is possi
ble so long as one has undischarged obli
gations already assumed, for a life of self
surrender begun by injustice t<> others, and 
the ignoring of prior obligations, would be 
a misnomer, a contradiction of terms. But 
if birth after birth-—for reincarnation is 
herein assumed—one follows the highest 
ideal while discharging conscientiously 
every obligation, by and by all lower obli
gations will have been discharged and dis
appear. and then the individual walking 
by no uncertain light will recover all past 
experiences, and enter on that higher service 
sanctified by the Christs and Buddhas uf 
all the ages. In the western world we 
have been deprived of this high ideal in 
evolution by the fetichism into which ig
norant interpretation has fallen, and so we 
have the vicarious atonement, people divi
ded into “saints” and “sinners:” eternity 
into heaven and hell; divinity into God 
and devil, and our ideal—the golden calf 
or the feast of Baal! If one cares to find 
the source of Annie Besant's power lot 
them search along the lines I have herein 
tried to indicate. She claims no powers 
for herself, but she senses their existence 
as the birthright of man,- and works 
toward them and for them.

J. 1). Buck.

To the Eomm: The joys and sorrows 
of an earthly life were allotted to me in 
that wonderful land of mineral springs, 
Saratoga county. New York. Il was a 
matter of small moment jwhaps in our 
numerous family, and yet my advent was 
a necessity, a basis upon which rests the 
facts I am about to relate, if they were to 
be told. When I was about twelve years 
of age, I went with several other boys to 
the dam on Mourningkill creek to have a 
swim. After all had got through in the 
water but one boy who could not swim, 
who waded out until the water reached 
his neck, somehow lost his presence of 
mind; after splashing about a little, he 
went down, but soon came to the surface 
just as another boy had reached him who 
went to his assistance and was grappled 
by the drowning one, Who was greatly his 
superior in strength, and after a brief 
struggle both went down. At this junc
ture the writer of these words rushed to 
the rescue, and after a desperate effort all 
went to the bottom clutched in each 
others embrace, and no more came volun 
Urily to the surface. The hoys on shore 
hailed *a man riding on horseback a few 
rods away who came, divested himself 
partially of his clothing, waded in until 
ne found us when with much difficulty he 
disengaged one from the grasp of the 
others and carried him ashore. This he 
did with the second boy and then told the 
boys to run to a flouring mill a few rods 
off and get three barrels and other assist
ance. This they did do as soon as possible 
and then he turned his attention to the 
writer, the last rescued, and in the water a 
few minutes longer than the others. At 
any rate I was much nearer the “better 
land*’ than any of the others, and although 
nearly fourscore years of age now, Hi

makes me shudder still when I think of 
being rasped over that ruthless barrel. 
The details of that event are as fresh in 
my mind as if they occurred yesterday, 
and yet I have no recollection of making 
any struggle to free myself after we went 
to the bottom, nor did 1 have any knowl
edge of danger. 1 think my physical 
senses were soon asleep,and my spiritual be
ing wide awake. If | had remained under 
water much longer doubtless I would have 
come to the surface and taken a ride with 
Sharon over the river Styx. It was not 
my destiny however and during the. 
l»riod that I was alone on the bottom, the

guage cannot express the bliss that filled 
my interior soul but it dawned upon me^ 
as if suddenly emerging from total dark
ness into brilliant light. I think the spirit 
was partially freed from the shackles of 
the physical and anxious to soar away to 
its natural home. Evidently the selfish 
hail lost its hold. 1 was on a pivotal 
point in life where death might overbal
ance tho scale, sunder the spirit from the 
body, and claim the mortal. I only cared 
for the supreme happiness that lifted me 
above the sordid life I had already experi
enced. Oh! how I did revolt when the 
ruthless hand lifted mo from the water 
and spoiled my heavenly visions. At the 
first touch under water I felt a dreamy’ in
difference, which resulted in conscious
ness and a strong desire to be Jot alone, for 
my soul seemed to be full of love and 
light and I experienced a happiness un
known to mortal life. I was more than 
content with the situation, it is said that 
the controlling events of a man's life pass 
before his vision with lightning-like rapid
ity at the moment preceding dissolution, 
if calk’d hence suddenly while in strength 
and vigor. I had none of these reflections 
while in the water, bul on other occasions 
since, when in extreme peril and looking 
death in the face, the important events that 
make up life and character passed in pan-

mysteries to the future, with more ex
panded views to deal with it.

But lo return to the subject of our text. 
When I was snatched from my sweet 
dreams of joy upon being taken out of the 
waler, I became entirely unconscious. It 
was thought my life had passed out of 
its tenement. My father was sent for and 
came with his physician, but the vicious 
movement of rolling on a barrel had been 
resolutely worked, and other efforts then 
in use vigorously applied for a long time, 
when a single gasp was observed which 
gave confidence and the barrel treatment 
was again industriously performed, when 
evidences of life were produced. Then 
came excruciating pains in the loins, 
breast and head, and al last the spirit was 
fully reinstated; slowly the pains left, and 
as the sleeping bud awakens in the blos
som and assumes the full fruition of its 
nature, so did I at last emerge from the 
semi-comitoso state into actual life again. 
I am now wailing patiently and willingly 
for the realization of the end commenced 
in the waler.

Before I close let me relate two other 
water incidents that occurred to me before 
I could swim. On the creek just above the 
place I have mentioned, standing on the 
shore I accidently slipped into the water 
during a spring freshet. The ice was com
ing down with a rapid current and I went 
with it about ten rods to the dam. the ice of 
which had not broken and the ice coming 
down was piling up as it met the resist
ance. A negro resident of the town saw 
me fall in, followed me down and went 
out on the ice and pulled me out. Again 
I went skating on another pond where 
they had been cutting ice fur summer use. 
Without knowing the fact I skated over 
the place cut. which was only covered 
with a thin sheet of ice and I went 
through in thirt.v feet of water and under 
the thin ice. One of the boys s&w mc, 
reached from the thick ice on which he 
was, under the thin ice and pulled me 
out. He said I was treading water and 
that kept me up. What induced me to do 
that when 1 could not swim? Truly 
“there Is a destiny that shapes our ends."

A. J. Laxhwohthy.
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are governed 
the people.”

Whole Volume of Philosophic*! Truth i« 
Condensed into this Little Pamphlet.

'‘Political power inheres in 
Women are people.

Women can be employed on the State 
railways of Russia in the proportion of 
twenty percent, of the entire number of 
employes.

Oregon has a woman mail-carrier twenty 
years of age, who travels a dangerous 
route four and five times a week.

Go on and struggle; only remember that 
your struggle will be worthless, however 
you may get the things you seek, unless 
you can get net merely the bodies of those 
things, but their souls.—Phillips Brooks.

Miss Scott, a sanitary engineer in Lon
don, is a versatile woman. She has suc
cessfully’ pursued the studies of music, 
art, hygiene, divinity, physiology and 
sanitary science.

THE SAINT AND THE SINNER.
Heart-worn and weary the woman sat

Her baby sleeping across her knee, 
And ihe work her fingers were toiling at

Seemed a pitiful task for such as she.
Mending shoes for the little feet

That pattered over the cabin floor, 
Wiiile the bells of the Sabbath day rang sweet

And the neighbors passed by tho open door.

The years passed on, and with fast and prayer 
Tiie good priest climbed to the gate of rest. 

And a tired woman stood waiting there,
Her work-worn hands to her bosom pressed; 

“Oh.saint. thrice blessed, mount thou ou high,”
He heard the welcoming angels say;

VI hen meekly, gently, she passed him by. 
Who had mended shoes on the Sabbath day.

— Madeline Brwueh, in Ladies Home Journal’

HHjlUgMorphlne Habit Cured In 10Uriull &fe’p’H^^^

this difficulty by raising a fund with 
which to open a girl's university college as 
the preparatory schools are called. Thia 
school will be open in the spring at Wei
mar.

Elizabeth Cady Stanton.

MRS. ELIZABETH CADY STANTON’S 
TRIBUTE TO WHITTIER.

Are You Satisfied
with your preset business ? If not, send for our 
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California Frait Farms.
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FOSTER & WOODSON*
<208 Chamber of Commerce Building, CHICAGO.

Mrs. Davit hu developed with rare faithfulness 
pathos the pure principles of true Spiritualism. The 
sorrowful mar find consolation in these pages 
and the doubtful a firm foundation and a clear sky.

Price, 16 cents. Kight ooples for H. Cloth bound 
■38 rents. ■
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The children played und the baby slept. 
And the busy needle went and came, 

When lo, on the threshold stone there stept
A priestly figure, and named her name; 

’’What shift is this for the Sabbath day, 
When belts are calling, and far and near 

The people gather to praise and pray.
Woman, why are you toiling here?” 

lake one in a dream she answered low;
“Father, my days are work-days all;

I know not Sabbath. I dare not go
Where the beautiful bells ring out and call. 

Fop who would look to the meat and drink
And tend the children and keep the place?

1 pray in silence, and try to think,
For God's love can listen, and give me grace.’*

Mrs. Martha Foote Crow of the Univer 
siiy cd Chicago, who went abroad last 
year to study educational systems under 
remission for Dr. Harris, U. S. Commis
sioner of Education, makes some interest
ing statements in regard to the educa
tional facilities abroad. In Scotland she 
found the belief in higher education for 
women stronger than in England. The 
advantages offered to men and women in 
Glasgow and England are practically the 
same. At Oxford and Cambridge women 
may take all examinations and honors but 
not the degree, this carrying with it the 
perogative of a voice in the government of 
the University which the authorities are 
not ready to give. France theoretically 
opens the doors of the colleges of the Uni
versity of France to women but its theory 
is better than its practice. In Germany 
women are admitted to special lectures by 
permission of the professor in charge but 
in none can she matriculate or pursue 
work regularly. While in Switzerland 
the sentiment *of the genera! public has 
not progressed sufficiently to make higher 
education for girls of high social position 
especially desired or approved, yet the 
doors of the universities are open to all 
who pass the examinations. At Zurich 
there is a large representation of ioreign 
women students and it numbers a woman 
in the law faculty. In Norway, Sweden 
and Italy, women suffer from no restric
tion and there is as yet little interest, 
especially in Italy.

The women of Georgia deserve credit 
lor their ingenuity. The Georgia Woman 
Suffrage Association now uses envelopes 
on which arc printed the following strik
ing sentences: “Taxation without repre
sentation is tyranny.” Women are taxed. 
“Governments derive their just powers 
from the consent of the governed.” Women

General Booth is illustrated by the follow
ing incident: When quite a little girl, 
while playing in the street, she saw a mis
erable specimen of humanity being drag
ged to jail with ahowling mob at his heels. 
He was friendless and this fact appealed to 
her so strongly that she joined him and 
walked by his side all the way to prison.

Tlu•ro was formed in Germany; in 1888, 
a society whose sole aim was to secure 
higher education for women. This 
“Frauen-Seldungs-Reformverein,” as the 
society is called, had most often to meet 
this objection that women were not pre
pared to enter the universities, being ex
cluded as they were from the prepyatory 
schools by a law forbidding m zed classes 
between the ages of twelve and seventeen. 
The Frauen-Seldunga-Rsformvereiii met

Miss Surah Herring, daughter of the 
Attorney-General of Arizona, and Miss 
Breckenridge, daughter of .Colonel W. C. 
P. Breckenridge, have recently passed, with 
credit to themselves, examinations for ad
mission to the bar and have been admitted 
to the practice of law. As yet the legal 
profession does not offer many induce
ments to women.

“Under Sentence of the Law,” is the 
name of a recent story by Mrs. Robert 
Louis Stevenson. In il she relates how a 
dog was condemned to death by a court in 
Switzerland, and the sentence commuted 
by petition of the villagers to muzzlement 
for life.

Women now have the right to vote for 
president in Wyoming; in municipal elec
tions in Kansas and for school trustees in 
twenty-three States and three Territories. 
All of these privileges have been acquired 
in the last twenty-live years.

One of the books in my library I value 
most highly is the first volume of Whit
tier’s poems, published in 1838. “Dedi- 

'cated to Henry B. Stanton as a token of 
the author’s personal friendship, and of 
his respect for the unreserved devotion of 
exalted talents to the cause of humanity 
and freedom.” Soon after our marriage 
we silent a few days with our gifted 
Quaker poet on his farm in Massachusetts. 
I shall never forget those happy days in 
June; the long walks and drives and talks 
under the old trees, of anti-slavery experi
ences, and Whittier’s mirth and indigna
tion as we described different scenes in the 
World’s Anti-slavery Convention in Lon
don. He laughed immoderately at the 
Tom Campbell episode. Poor fellow, he 
had taken too much wine that day and 
when Whittier’s verses addressed to the 
convention were read he criticised them 
severely and wound up by saying that the 
soul of a poet was not in him. Mr. Stan
ton sprang to his feet and recited some of 
Whittier's stirring stanzas on freedom 
which electrified the audience, and turn
ing to Campbell* he said, “What do you 
say to that?" “Ah! that’s real poetry,” 
he replied. “And John Greenleaf Whit
tier is its author," said Mr. Stanton. I 
enjoyed, too, the morning and evening 
worship when the revered mother read the 
scriptures and we all bowed our heads in 
silent worship. There was at limes an at
mosphere of solemnity pervading every
thing that was oppressive in the midst of 
so much that appealed to my higher na
ture. There was a shade of sadness in 
even the smile of the mother and sister, 
and a rigid plainness in the house and its 
surroundings, a depressed look in Whit
tier himself that the songs of the birds, 
the sunshine and the bracing New En
gland air seemed powerless lo chase away, 
caused, as I afterwards heard, by pecuni
ary embarrassment and fears in regard 
to the delicate health of the sister. She 
too had rare poetical talent, and in her 
Whittier found not only a helpful com
panion in the practical affairs of life, but 
one who sympathized with him in the 
highest Hights of which his muse was 
capable. Their worst fears were realized 
in the death of the sister not long after; 
In his last volume several of her poems 
were published, which are quite worthy 
the place the brother's appreciation has

for his mother and sister, so marked in 
every word and look, was a charming 
feature of his home life. All his poems 
to our sex breathe the same tender, wor
shipful sentiments for womanhood.

Soon after this visit at Amesbury, our 
noble friend spent a few days with us in 
Chelsea near Boston. One evening after 
we had been talking a long lime of the 
unhappy dissensions among anti-slavery 
friends, by way’ of dissipating the shad
ows I opened the piano and proposed that 
we should sing some cheering songs. “Oh 
no!”exclaimed Mr. Stanton, “do not touch 
a note, you will make every’ nerve of 
Whiitier's body and soul tremble like an 
asj^n leaf.” It seemed to me so natural 
for a poet to love music, that I was sur
prised to know that it was a torture to 
him. From our upper piazza we had a 
Hue view of Boston harbor by moonlight. 
Sitting there late one night admiring the 
outlines of Bunker Hill monument and the 
weird effect of the sails and masts of the 
vessels lying there, we naturally passed 
from the romance of our surroundings to 
those of our lives. I have often noticed 
that (he most reserved people are apt to 
grow confidential at that hour, it was 
under such circumstances that the good 
jH^t ofwened to me a deeply interesting 
page of his life, a sad romance of love and 
disapiM>intment, that may not yet be told, 
as some who were interested in the events 
are still among the living. Whittier’s 
poems were not only one of the most im
portant factors in the anti-slavery war and 
victory, but they have been equally potent 
in emancipating the minds of his genera
tion from the gloomy superstitions of the 
Puritanical religion. Oliver Wendell 
Holmes in his eulogy of Whittier says 
that his inlluence on the religious thought 
of the American people has been far 
greater than that of the occupant of any 
pulpit. We belong to ihe same church 
without a Bishop, which seems (he natu
ral complement of “a Stale without a 
a king.”

In Whittier's own words to another to 
him we say

“Peace be with thee, oh^our brother. 
In the spirit land!

Vainly’ look we for another
In thy place to stand;

Unto truth and freedom giving 
All thy earthly powers,

Be thy virtues with the living. 
And thy spirit outs.

“If the spirit ever gazes
From its journeyings, back.

If the immortal ever traces 
o'er its mortal track

Wilt thou not. oh brother, meet us 
Sometimes on our way.

And in hours of sadness greet us 
As a spirit may?”

IN THE LIGHT OF

fhe Harmonial Philosophy
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WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN 
A SPIRITUALIST ?

Curious Revelations From the 4 
Life of a Trance Medium

Illustrated with portraits, and a frontispiece of 
Lincoln from Carpenter's celebrated painting.

In this narrative Mrs. Maynard tells of her early 
life, and the discovery of her mediumship, and 
brings her career down to the time of going to Wash- ' 
ington. Beginning with chapter VIL, Mrs. Maynard 
recount* her first meeting and seance with Prel- . 
dent Lincoln and follows It np with accounts of 
further seances at which Lincoln was present, in- , 
eluding some at the White House.

“I believe that Mr. Lincoln was satisfied and con
vinced that the communications he received through 
me were wholly independent of my volition,” writes 
Mrs. Maynard (page91).

Lincoln is quoted as saying; “I am not prepared to 
describe the intelligence that controls this young , r 
girl's organism. She certainly could have no know* 
edge of the facts communicated to me.”

Mrs. Maynard tellsa plain, straightforward story 
and fortifies It with witnesses. That she did hold 
seances for Mr. Lincoln, and that he was sfereHSgty •; 
Impressed by what be saw and heard no intelligent 
person can doubt, after reading this hook. The 
publisher declares that he has not spared cere, r#.- . 
search or expense in verifying Mrs. Maynard’s,' 
story before publishing the book; and he jmWetrU 
declares that he “stakes his reputation on the 
Ity of its contents.”

Cloth-bound, JtM pages. Price, 11.50.
For sale, wholesale and retail, st Tsa Buwe* Philosophical Journal o»ri

A -mr Uttk HraSe 1MK Ba*W*l» >«Al«rt »*®«p : 
UMM m receipt of «MHSMa 

wwaiwii’^
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BOOK REVIEWS.
[All books noticed under this head are for sale at, 

ar ean be ordered through the office of The Rs- 
tasio-PMiiOMPHicAi, journal.1

19&& Studies Readings in the early 
books of the Old Testament, with familiar 
comment given in 1878-9 by Henry Ward 
Beecher. Edited from stenographic notes 
of T. J. EHngwood by John R Howard; 
New York: Fords, Howard «& Hulbert; 
1892; pp. 438. Cloth, $1.50. Chicago: 
A. 0. McClurg & Co., 117-121 Wabash 
avenue.

• The volume, of about 440 pages, is pre
faced with two newly-published sermons-, 
on “The Inspiration of The Bible” and 
“How to Read The Bible." The uncom
mon common-sense, which so strongly 
characterized whatever Mr. Beecher said", 
is notably apparent in these two discourses. 
On the the theory that this age demands an 
idea of God that shall satisfy reason, he 
recognizes the imperfect human media 
through which the divine wisdom of the 
Hebrew scriptures was brought to man. 
The clear errors and imperfections of their 
early records are neither maintained as 
“true because inspired,” nor allowed to 
weaken and distort that which is true by 
being upheld as all of equal authority.

Beecher’s native genius, his elevation of 
thought, his kindly humor, his unex
pected flashing wit. his keen practical 
sense, his philosophic analysis of char
acter, his helpful ethical instruction, his 
lofty and impressive eloquence, are very 
stimulating to vigorous minds. It is many 
a day since so suggestive a volume has 
appeared. And it is' timely, coming, as it 
does, thirteen years after the utterance of 
the words it brings, it is another startling 
tribute to the prophetic faith of the great 
preacher, who still, by his many volumes, 
“being dead, yet speaketh.”

Hermetic Philosophy. Gan Virtue and 
Science Be Taught? A comedy founded cm 
Plato’s “Meno,” applied to modern discov
eries in Theosophy, Christian Science, 
Magid, etc., and to those who are making 
#MK discoveries. By Styx, Vol. HI. 
J^Hphii: J. B. Lippincott Co., 1893.

McClurg & Go.. 117-121 Wabash 
■ifclljlBHk Chicago.) Pp. 221. Price, $1.25. 

WMihor says in the preface that hav
ing iWttten two volumes on the essential 
teachings of the Hermetic Philosophy and 
finding that they were not profitable at
tractions, he has concluded to vary the 
performance by “stirring up the animals a 
little.” The “animals” referred to are 
Spiritualists, Theosophists and Christian 
Scientists, against the latter of whom, he 
has more particularly directed the shafts of 
his ridicule. The author claims Plato for 
his model but the similarity is apparent 
only*in the form, that of a dialogue be
tween Socrates ahd Meno, who have been 
reincarnated in Boston. The writer with
out doubt sees the flaws and comical in
consistences of the theories he is satirizing, 
but he fails very often to make, them ap
pear funny to the reader and at times his 
wit becomes coarse and flippant. There 
are, however, many good points in .the 
book and a certain class will no doubt en-

First Days Antony the Contrabands. 
By Elizabeth Hyde Botume. Boston: Lee, 
Shepard & Co., 10 Milk street. 1893. Pp. 
286. Cloth, price, $L25.

The writer was one of the first teachers 
sent out by the New England Freedman's 
Aid Society and the book is an interesting 
account of her work among the negroes 
during the latter part of the war and the 
years thatimmediately followed. To-day, 
when there are over twenty thousand 
Afro-Americans teaching in schools and 
two hundred and forty-seven colored stu
dents in European universities, to say 
nothing of more than two hundred thous
and in American schools, it is hard to 
realize the difficulties that beset the teach
ers of those early days. The book is of 
interest from a historical point of view as 
well as from the accurate insight it gives 
of .the negro character. At that time the 
negroes spoke a dialect almost impossible 
to be understood except by the initiated 
Mlthe book is full of quaint sayings and 
curious expressions, as well as many 
amusing anecdotes.

The Maybrick Case. English Criminal 
Law. By Dr, Helen Densmore. London: 
Swan Sonnenschein & Co., Paternoster 
Square. New York: Stillman As Co.. 1398 
Broadway. Pp. 148. Price, paper, 25 
cents.

Thia little book gives in condensed form 
the evidence in “The May brick Case” and 
what to the writer are absolute proofs that

this unfortunate woman is innocent of the 
crime charged against her. In addition to 
Dr, Densmore’s analysis of the case, there 
is a long extract from Mr. Thomas’ book 
in regard to medical testimony, the open 
letters Gail Hamilton wrote in Mrs. May- 
brick’s behalf, and extended quotations 
from Mr. Stead’s article in the Review of 
Reviews and from AlexanderMacDougairs 
book. Every person interested in the case 
of this unhappy woman should not fail to 
read this book. The proceeds from its 
sale over the bare cost of publishing will 
be turned into the Maybrick fund.

The Spanish Treasure. By Mrs. Eliza
beth C. Winter. 'Isabella. Castdar.) New 
York: Robert Bonner's Sons, Publishers. 
Pp. 335, Price, paper, 50c.

The lover of adventure and mystery will 
enjoy this story, which has a most intricate 
plot, hanging on the recovery of a treasure 
discovered and lost in the days of Colum
bus and which according to a prophecy 
will - be found by a descendant of the 
original finder four hundred years biter. 
The villain of the tale comes in possession 
of a clue in the shape of an old manuscript 
written in cipher, which he is unable to 
unravel until by mesmerizing a mesmer
ist, the latter discloses the secret. He is, 
however, baffled by the clairvoyant power 
of another Mendoza, who finds the gold.. 
Modern theories are interwoven with super
stitious fancies, which together wjth love 
and jealousy, make up a tale that will 
keep the reader attentive to its close.

.1 Perplexed Philosopher. By Henry 
George. New York: Charles L? Webster 
A, Co. 1893. Pp. 329. Price, $1.90.

“A Perplexed Philosopher,” is an ex
amination of Mr. Herbert Spencer's various 
utterances on the land question, with inci
dental reference to his synthetic philoso
phy. The main argument is an examin
ation of Mr. Spencer's position on the land 
question. In 1859 Mr. Spencer issued iiis 
first book, “Social Statics,” in which he 
denied the justice of the present treatment 
of land. Later he was inclined to minim
ize these utterances, and finally he form
ally withdrew them, hi his last book, 
“Justice,” he opposes them. Mr, George 
brings together and analyzes these various 
utterances. He also attacks the Spence
rian id^auf evolution which he imperfectly 
understands and to which he does scant 
justice. IBs method of treatment and his 
simplicity of style bring the subji-ct easily 
within the comprehension of any intelli
gent reader.

MAGAZINES.
Hall's Journal of Health for February 

has a number of instinctive articles by 
good writers.'* Hygiene of old Age?' 
“Cross-Thinkers," “Are Animals Im
mortal,’’ “Behind the Counter,” “Rural 
Life," and “When to Marry.” are among 
the titles of the papers. $1.90 per year. 
266 Broadway, N. Y.—In the Phrenologi
cal Journal and Science of Health forFeb- 
ruary, fresh and notable features claim at
tention, among them an appreciative 
sketch of President Diaz, of Mexico, and a 
personal “Phrenograph” of the Rev. Dr. 
McGlynn (now so conspicuous in Homan 
Catholic aflairs)which has, we understand, 
received the approval of the clerical 
champion of the poor. A concise vet very 
graphic accountof the late General Buller, 
is contributed by a new and skillful hand 
in observing character. Fooler, Wells & 
Co., 27 E. 21st st,, N. Y.—“it has seemed to 
me that some of the busies whom I have 
known from their birth were made into 
little tyrants, who gave their mothers no 
peace by day or night, or were started on 
the down-hill road physically, during the 
first two or three wicks of life.” Thus 
speaks Dr. M. M. Vinton in the Febuary 
number of The Mother’s Nurserv Guide, 
in an article on “Baby’s First Month,” 
which contains many practical suggestions 
fur starling babies right, in the matter of 
feeding, bathing, sleeping, etc. $2.00 a 
year. Babyhood Publishing Co., 5 Beek
man St., New York.—In the February is
sue of the World’s Columbian Exposition 
Illustrated, now the authentic organ of the 
Exposition (after the Fair it will be known 
as Campbell’s Columbian Journal), con
tains many full-page illustrations of the 
buildings as they appear when finished. 
There are many elegant photographs of 
the statuary that is to adorn the buildings, 
besides several views of the grounds as they 
appear in midwinter. An interior view of 
the treasurer’s office, showing the distribu
tion of the souvenir coins, forms an Inter
esting feature. A full account of Uuh 
with cuts of the officials and building, oc
cupies several pages. Among the most

important articles is a full account of 
‘’Transportation for the Fair,” “Agri
cultural Exhibit. “College Boys at the Ex
position." etc. This February issue is the 
secund anniversary of this publication. 
Its object is to make a complete Authentic 
Historical Record of the Exposition, to be 
handed down for ages to come. The first 
two bound volumes are now ready. As the 
exposition draws near it increases in inter
est ami value. Il contains rich illustra
tions of the buildings and exhibits. Single 
copies 23 cents. J. B. Campbell, 159 
Adams St., Chicago, Bl.—Vick’s Floral 
Guide for IS93 contains over 100 pages 
(8x19 inches) of the most interesting de
scriptions .of all the leading flowers and 
vegetables, as well as many pages printed 
in colored ink, felling of the new novelties, 
with hundreds of engravings and direc
tions for their successful cultivation. 10 
cents a copy, James Vick's Sons, 
RuCheSlt r, N. V.

The subject «»f‘’Artesian Waters in the 
Arid Regions” will be treated bv Robert 
T. Hill in the March Popular Science 
Monthly. Mr. Hill corrects some errone
ous notions that have prevailed concern- 
mg artesian wells, and explains in what 
situations borings are most likrlv to be 
successful. The article is fully illus
trated.

Experience
Hood*a Sarsaparilla and Fills 

Frov# Their Merit.
“ I think I would have been in my grave sev

eral 3^:1^ a-jo had it not been for Hood's Sarsa- 
SarlHa. I was a Vnited States soldier; served 

u<•<> years in the Union Army and was with
Sherman in hi *

March to the Sea.
While In the. service I contracted asthma* 
hranchitU and catarrh, which have become 
chronic diseases. I find that Hood’s Sarsapa
rilla and Hood’s Tills are are the best medicines 
I can use for these complaints. They have cer
tainly prolonged my life. I earnestly reoom-

HOOD’S
Sarsaparilla

CURES
mend the medicines as just right for what they 
are advertised. I am satisfied they save many 
lives everv year.” 11m . -..'s. ^kompboX of the 
M. 1*. ebuich, Atilla, Jlswois.

HOOD’S Pills one Constipation by restor
ing the per Malt ie action «l tlw alimentary canal.

CHOICE GIFT BOOK.
Paper, *,M: cloth. Is: extra cloth and gilt 2s.W.

ft Chaplet of Amaranth,
By the Authoress of “From Over the Tomb," and 

"From Soul to Soul." Ktc.i
Being Brief Thoughts on this Life and thFKext.

“A better moral text-book, or one more calculated 
to purify the life and ennoble the actions of young 
and old. could not be selected for presentation "■ 
Brighton Examiner.

J. BURN’S, 15 Southampton Row, London, W. C.
AND OF AU BOOKS*?! M5H8.

WE SENO FREE 
with this bewstlful Organ anlMtwtlM 
Beek and a handsome, upholstered stMl I The organ 1mm 11 stope, 6 octave-, and Is 
made of Solid Walnut. warnuttsd by u* for

►cru- 
illWk

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING,

EPPS’S COCOA
BREAKFAST.

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws 
which govern the operations of digestion and nu
trition, and bv a careful application of the fine prop
erties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Kpps has pro
vided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavour
ed beverage which may save us many heavy doctor’s 
bills. It Is by the judicious use of such articles of 
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to dis
ease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keep
ing ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a 
properly nourished frame "--Civil Service Carette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold 
only in half-pound tins, by Grocers, labelled thus: 
JAMIES EPPS & CO,. Homoeopathic Chem

ists, London, Rugland.

The Open Door,
OR

THE SECRET OF JESUS
BY 

John Hamlin Dewey, M. D.

The author dedicates this book to "Those who 
look, pray and work for the spiritual emancipation 
and transfiguration of humanity; and he believes it 
tn a key to spiritual emancipation, Illustration and 
mastery. ■

The exposition of the divine possibilities of hn 
nianity given in this book is based upon the recogni
tion of a psychical and spiritual side to both nature 
and man. “In recognising a super-sensuous and 
spiritual realm to which we are related," says the 
author, "we must reckon it as a portion of the uni
verse to which we belong, and our relations to it and 
its Influence upon us as perfectly natural and legit 
1 mate under normal conditions."

“This book is an earnest effort from the standpoin 
of a seer, to become a help not an oracle for others, 
and to so unfold the law and conditions through 
which the spiritual consciousness is attained and the 
emancipation of mind realised... .that the truth may 
be practically and readily tested by all who desire to 
know It for themselves, ...That the words of this 
book may lift many to the mount of vision to behold 
the nearness of the kingdom, and inspire them with 
boldness and courage to enter in and possess its 
treasuries, is the prayer of the author.”

The work is printed from large clear type and 
covers W pages.

Price, 30 cents, postage 6 cents.

THE C.KHAT

MRS. SPENCE’S

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POWDERS
“Our family Uiinl, there is nothing like the Pwl- 

've and Negative Powders” so says J. 11. Wiggins, 
o Heaver Dam. Wis,. and so says every body.

Buy the Positives for Fevers, Coughs. Colds, 
bronchitis. Asthma. Dyspepsia. Dysentery. Diarrhoea. 

».<ver Complaint. Heart Disease. Kidney Complaints, 
Neuralgia,Headache. Female Diseases, Hheumatism. 
Nervousness. Sleeplessness and all active and acute 
'1I$OABB8

Buy the Nioativer for Paralysis, Deafness. 
dinauroBls, Typhoid and Typhus Fevers. Buy a box 
;.»f POSITIVE and NEUATtVE(balf and half) tor Chills 
and Fever.

Mailed, postpaid, feu f 1.00 a box, or six boxes for 
WOO.

PhANGHRTTR.
The Scientific Planchette.

Improved from the Original 
Pattern of 1860.

Many devices and Instruments have been Invented 
since Planchette first appeared but none of them 
have ever answered the purpose so well.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.
Place Planchette on a sheet of paper (printing or 

wrapping paper will answer), then place the hand 
lightly on the board; in a few minutes it begins to 
move and Is ready to answer mental or spoken ques
tions. It will not work for everybody; but when a 
party of tores or four come together it is almost cer
tain that some one of the number will have the 
peculiar power necessary to enable Planchette to 
display Ite mysterious workings. If one be unsuc
cessful let two try it together.

That Planchette is capable of affording constant 
entertainment is well established by thirty years’ 
use, nor Is it less likely to afford instruction. In
numerable cases are of record where it has been the 
means of conveying messages from sulfite to mor 
tala. Planchette offers a wide and never ending 
field for speculation and experiment.

Price, 76 cents. Bent by mail packed in straw - 
board box free of postage.

For imiMMMM IM. aft Thb rkliotg- 
miM#itoM»
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MEMORIES.
Fm tint ilisciti.-W with life, 
For I have more nf joy than Mrife. 
And for one smile of my sweet mate 
Would render up a Linn's estate. 
Ami yef hot tears suffuse mine eye 
When I refb et on days none by — 
Those days <J childhood—happy days 
Obscured row somewhat in Urn haze 
Which time lays «>wr all things past. 
Yet living still, and like to last. 
Within my memory, long as I 
Fan think aud love I’ll sadly sinh

Fer happy hour-; that m-Vr again to 
may eon»e,

Wlum mother was nsy roiilbtautf. and 
n>.\ ehnm.

M.V trouble- lifivsh- .-tUonthxl 
Iler >tuih* .'thum h, tied sorrow'- 
IbTireuilr hand upon my hmw- 
I think 1 nhu<^tfe“l it now- 
Drove every <niale eare away.

hie nt lift*

father wa< 
I

tlu-m o'erJ

And brought Miitdiiiiv where blank dismay 
Wt> lyrniiiidiiz ov>t me.
And now his ehvry faee 1 see;
Hi? kindly V'dce I .-••.■m to hear
Still echoing softly in mini
My cLtriJied irnidi
Ah, memory bless;

in
wir, 
it. j-t-

I'll ne'er lurai
Thusc happy hour- that ne’er again to jh«‘in life 

may wiiv,
When mother was my cnulhmnt<*, ami fatImr wa- 

my ehmu.

j Harper's Weekly,

l

i

To-day Hood's Sarsaparilla stands at tho 
head iu the medicine world, admired in 
prosperity ami envied in merit by thou 
sands of wou’d-be competitors. Jt has a 
larger sale than any other medicine. Such 
success could nut be warn without positive 
merit.

Hood's Pills cun* const; pal ion.

An obedience iu ilm simple laws uf 
hygi»-m* ami the use uf Ayer's Sarsaparilla 
will enable the must delicate man or sickly 
woman to pass in ease ami safety from the. 
icy atmosphere of February to the warm.
moist days of 
spring medicintfS.

It is tin* best of

LYuplewith hair that is euntinually fall
ing out, or ihosi* that are bald, can slop 
the falling, and get a good growth of hair 
by using Hall's Hair Ibwwer.

CASES OF INTER-SPIRITUAL
ACTION.

Sir Edwin Arnold gives the following 
insUuices of inter-spiritual action in the 
Daily Telegraph, to which he has con
tributed some reminiscences of the Medway 
fisherman, Henry Pocock, wh< m Sir Ed
win calls his “dear and honored friend," 
Sir Edward says among other things:

Upon the Franklin monument, close to 
the Alhenmum Club, may be seen, among 
liie names of the heroic explorers who du-d 
in the ice, that of “Francis Pocock." This 
was Harry's brother, the coxswain of Sir 
Joint Franklin, who perished with his 
chief, and one curious story which Harry 
would sometimes tell in the silence of the 
cabin was how he dreamed of the loss of 
that expedition and the death of all con
cerned long before the discovery of their 
remains. But the Pococks gave more than 
a dear brother to the State. Two of Harry's 
boys went as attendeuts upon Mr. Stanley. 
But. unhappily, one of these brave young 
men died on the march up country to 
Uganda, and the other perished in I he 
rapids of the Congo. And here comes in 
another reminiscence of that singular side 
of his manly nature with which my good 
friend touched upon the invisible world. 
He would always tell me that he himself 
knew well “Ned'' was dead in Africa be
fore the sad tidings came hither. It was 
Mrs. Pocock that time, however, who had 
the intuition, or second sight. Harry has 
twice nr thrice related, with much circum
locution to me, how. when his wife was 
hanging out clothes in the cottage garden 
and he was busy mending his smelt nets. 
In the broad daylight of early morning, 
she suddenly came to him, pale and trem
bling, crying out, “Oh! I have seen Ed
ward. He came to me under the clothes 
line, looked me full in the face, and said 
‘Mother! mother." ” On this occasion, as 
well as on that whim the dream happened 
about Sir John Franklin, my old friend 
had carefully noted the dale and circum
stances in a book, which he showed mu. 
and on each occasion that of the discovery 
in the Arctic ice and of the death in 
Africa, these dates, he assured me, fell ex
actly right.

Perfect 
ought to 
mean glow
ing health 
throughout 
childhood, 
a n d robust 
health in the 
years t o

Baby Health

come. When we see in children 
tendencies to weakness, we know 
they are missis the life if food 
taken, This loss is overcome by

Scoffs Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil, with Hypophos
phites, a fat-food that builds up 
appetite ^nd produces flesh at a 
rate that appears magical.

/Ilmast (is palatable as di ilk,
Pr.-nttfpii hv Se.'tt A Bown<». N. V AU druirgist*.
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NOT OUTDONE BY THE QUEEN.
During my Iasi visit to England I heard

some amusing stories, some Hmm
worthy of chronicling, says a writer.

While I was there the Qyeen visited 
Herby to open a charitable institutiun, and 
to show her appreciation of courtesies, 
knighted the mayor, a- very worthy man. 
who married a very worthy woman The 
royal party, in the. course of events, regis-
vred in the visitors' book at 
a clean page being headed:

‘’Victoria."
Beneath this the- wife of 

Unburg, who was in the 
herself:

''BeaWC"."

the town Hall,

Henry of Bat- 
party, signed

The mayoress, whose turn it was next, 
caused a gasp of astonishment from the 
royal party. She nervously nibbled her 
pen for a moment, deeply lost in thought, 
and then wrote:

“Jane."
She evidently thought that a mayor's 

wife, and especially one whose husband 
had just been hit a clip on the shoulder 
with a sword, was entitled to due defer
ence, and perhaps not, so far removed 
from the privileges of the great ones who 
had signed before her.

Ata recent trial in Scotland a certain 
lady got nitA iIm witness bus tobvexam- 
iwd. when the following conversation 
hi^k place between her aud the opposing 
counsel:

Counsel—How old are you ?
Miss Jane--<>h, wed, I am an unmarried 

woman, anddinna think it right to answer 
that questrn.

The Judge—Oh, yes, answer the gentle
man how old re you.

Miss Jane Wet Ba-wee. I am fifty.
Counsel /Are you nm more?
Miss Jane Weel, I am sixty.
The inquisitive lawyer still further asked 

if she had any hopes of getting married, 
to which Miss Jane replied;

“Weel. sir. I winna tell a lie; 1 hinmi 
lost hope yet-." scornfully adding, “but I 
widna marry you. for I am sick and tired 
o’ your palaver already."

Theodore Parker, “^ 
whose brave struggle for freedom in thought 
and deed has made his name a watchword 
of progress, left behind him a priceless leg
acy in the glowing passages of unpublished 
sermons which Rufus Leighton, his sten
ographer, gathered after his death into l.es- 
sons from the World of Mat ter a nd (he 
Woral of Man, a handsome volume of 430 
large pages, with Parker's portrait. Cloth, 
li 25: paper, 50 cents, at the bookstores. 
Liberty and Life, S^^ 
of clear, simple, eloquent discourses ex
plaining the changes in religious thought 
that are made necessary by the conclusions 
of modern science. To those who care for 
religion, bni realize the absurdities of much 
in popular theology, Ijueriy and Life will 

*be helpful inspiring. Cloth, $1.00, paper, 
50 cents, at the bookstores.
IIMITV A wee^^y journal of a religion Uni 1 I {jiat js rationai and a rational
ism that is religious. Thirty-two columns, 
including a liberal sermon or lecture, a 
review of current events and a number of 
timely editorial and contributed articles. 
Unity's motto is, “Freedom, Fellowship 
and Character in Religion.” $1.00 a year.

SPECIAL COUPON OFFER:
FOR 40 CENTS, with this coupon, we 

will send Unity ten weeks, on trial, and 
both the books named above.

FOR $1.00, with this coupon, we will 
send Unity one year to a new name and 
both the books named above.

Wo puy postage on books. Remit by postal 
otdw ot express money order at our risk.

Charles H. Kerr & Co., Publishers,
175 Dearborn St., Chicago.

The -Sixth Sense
RLRGTRIGITY.

A Story for the People.
By Mary E. Buell.

12mo., Cloth, 521 pages. Price, $1.25.
This admirable book might have been called Doro

thy, but then the title would have given no clue to 
the contents. The author “hopes the story of 'The 
Sixth Sense’ may not only prove sweet and rich to all 
young people, but that it may AH their receptive 
minds with a higher and fuller sense of that ‘Elder 
Brother' and his mission on earth eighteen hundred 
years ago." Some writers have described wonder
ful psychical experiences without daring to attempt 
a discussion or explanation of their causes. Mrs. 
Buell essays the task of explaining the laws and 
naming the forces by which denizens of the Spirit- 
World return and manifest. Whether she is wholly 
correct will remain a moot question with many; but 
it may be truthfully said that she is very much in 
earnest, and In the simplest language possible seta 
forth her views. While the story has a high motive, 
It is not prosy. On the contrary it is a breezy, 
healthy, inspiring volume, adapted to both old and 

। young. 1
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Ths Rilisio- 

Phh.osophical Journal Office.

LIGHT ON THE PATH.
With Notes and Comments.

A treatise for the personal use of those who are 
ignorant of the Bastern Wisdom, and who desire to 
enter within Ite influence.

Written down by M. C.
Price, cloth bound, <0 cents; paper cover, 36 cents.
For mile, wholesale and retail, at Thk Rkligio- 

Philosophical Journal Office.

THK 1NFLUENOB
OF

FOOD ON CHARACTER
OK

VEGETABLE VS. ANIMAL DIET.
BY

REUBEN PERRY.
The object of this essay is to point out the lathi 

encethat the different kinds of food for a tee* Mm# 
exclusively eaten have had in the forssttai 
character.

Price. 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at TH* MM** - 

Philosophical Joi RNAr.office, ? '
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Charles H. Foster,
THE FAMOUS MEDIUM. 4
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GEORGE C. BARTLETT.
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A Cleveland school boy il is said pro
duced tlm following essay on the discover 
of America:

Cristofer Kerlumbus was born of poor 
but humbel parents he thot the earth was 
a spore but many said he was crazy so he 
went to Isabella and said he wanted a bote 
to discover America. She said (Iris I haint 
got no boat but you kin build one and 
charge it to me so he built three and 
started his sailors said he dident no whether 
he was afoot or horseback so they attempt 
to turn him back but Kerlumbus s^d he 
knew his biznes and was agoing to dis
cover America if he had lo fight it out on 
this line all summer. Then they go 
Ahead again and soon they ketch sight of 
land Kerlumbus said i told you so and 
everybody fills his pockets with gold and 
take a injin to be his slave. Now they re- 
team home and Isabella made him a lord 
and he was very rich and got in chains 
Kerlumbus done well for we all march on 
his birthday.

Send stamp for book catalogue.

$
are more often the result offlattie family are more often the result of 

,adisordereddigestion than most people know.
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The writer of this book was associated with Mr, 
Foster for some year* and took every advantage of 
testing his peculiar gifts, urged by many who were 
knowing to this Mr. Bartlett finally consented, and 
the result is a plain statement of facts and descrip
tions of many seances held in all parts of the world, 
which he hopes may be of service to investigators 
and a stimulus to practical and scientific researchers.

Kev. 8. C- Beane Unitarian), in a letter written at 
the time of Mr. Foster s obsequies and read by Rev 
George 8. Hosmer, who conducted the services, has 
this passage: “Whatever one's theory might ba, in 
bis presence the reality of a future life seemed to 
possess and command even the habitually indifferent. 
To thousands of thoughtful men and women on both 
sides of the Atlantic, he has been a voice from the 
eternal world."

Bound in cloth, and illustrated with a picture of 
Mr. Foster. Price, 11. Address

For sale, wholesale and retail, at TH8 Rsligio- 
Philosophical Journal Office.
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Tins Pamphlet of IX) pages la a condensed atate- 
nent of the laws of Mediumship Illustrated by w.a 
Author’s own experiences. It ex plains the Religious 
experiences of the Christian in consonance with 
Spiritual laws and the Spiritual Philosophy. It is 
valuable to all, and especially to the Christian who 
would know the true philosophy of a “change of 
heart." it ought to be largely circulated as a tract 
by Spiritualists.

Price. $6 per hundred; $3.50 for 60; $1 for 18, and 18 
cents per single copy.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at Th® Hiisew- 
mtosopHWAi Joubnal Office.

TO SPIRITUALISTS,
BY JOHN HOOKER, 

Of the Connecticut Bar.

This admirable Address ha* permanent value, and 
is well worthy the attention of all sober-minded 
•>eopie. and especially of Spiritualists. Price

For sale, wholesale and retail, at Ths Rbmgio- 
PHiLoaaraaaAL Journal Office.
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The discomforts and perils of our cold Northern winter by trying 
the genial climate of

The Arcadia of the Invalid; the paradise of the winter tourist, and the natural, 
all the-year-round sanitarium of the whole Nation. Sometimes healthn-pairing. 
sometimes pleasure-hunting, and sometimes business widening prompts one to 
make the pilgrimage to Southern California. Then naturally follow the time the 

. trip takes and what it costs. These can be reduced to a minimum if one goes over

(ai«V A Alton L L, S. to, Iron Maintal 4 Soattam Bj, Tew 4 Facile X j and Southern Pacific Co.)
Taking this " The True Way.” traveling comfort is made well nigh perfect ; 

you encounter no high altitudes, no snow blockades, and have through Pullman 
service from Chicago to California every day.

Illustrated and descriptive pamphlets, tickets, berths or further information may be had by 
calling on or addressing R. SOMERVILLE, City Passenger and Ticket Agent.
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A PROSE PASTEL—UFE.

By Bertha J. French.
Whence comes this curious essence that 

We call life?
We do not know.
Whither does it tend?
We cannot tell.
We only know that it thrills tht> uni

verse.
It is sleeping in the pebble, in the rocks 

and mighty boulders: dreaming in cradles 
of leaves and opening flowers; manifesting 
as unconscious thought in the animal.

It awakens in man.
Man thinks, therefore he knows he 

lives.
Mosaics quaint ami odd make the puzzle 

of life.
Exterior life is made, of little things; of 

good nights and mornings: of waking, 
sleeping and dreaming; dressing and un
dressing; conversation, friends, the thea
tre, the newspaper, a book; work and 
play; poetry and prose: breakfast, dinner 
and tea; toasting one's toes by the fire 
when winter winds whistle loud: listening 
to the birds of summer: breathing the fra
grance of Howers as we walk in the gar
den; building air castles, weeping o'er 
their wrecks; life is joy and tears, peace 
and pain, hopes and fears: it is conflict 
between the angel and animal of human 
consciousness. What is life?

Life is a dream in the cradle of immen
sity.

. Life is a voyage on the sea of the in
finite.

Life is thought and love.
Thought and love.' how they drag their 

secrets into the cryptic temples of the 
heart.

Who has ever explored the mysteries of 
the human heart?

From our friend’s life sometimes we 
catch a gleam, dim as when the moon 
looks through a veil of cloud.

/We sense a thought-aura faint as dead 
rose leaves telling of summers gone; every 
heart has its Secret temples inhabited by 
thoughts and aspirations of which friend
ship never dreams; the dearest friends are 
stringers; only ihe sunlight of perfect love 
shall entice these shadowy inhabitants 
from their secret abode; so the rivulet of 
life flows on twinkling in the sunshine, 
darkening in the shadow, till at last it 
comes to a grave.

Shall that dark mound receive—and for
ever—that pulsating essence of aspirations 
and capabilities, that we call hie? We 
bend above that mound of green; written 
in* fair white lilies we read: Life is an 
emanation of God individualized in human 
form; it is therefore indestructible.

Death is but the cypress-wreathed door 
to life eternal. And now a strain of music, 
the rocks, the trees, the flowers, the sing
ing stars all join the trumphal chorus: 
Life! Life! Life eternal.

Social Studies). We hope for it continued 
prosperity.

Lumen is the name of a propagandist 
paper just started at Barcelona in Spain to 
be illustrated with engravings or photo
gravures, etc. The first number received 
has a copy of a photograph of Katie King 
and William Crookes.

Re vista de Estudios Psicolugicos for Jan
uary just received. The editor has in 
commemoration of the cut rance of his jour
nal on its twenty-fifth year, promised im
provements which he hopes will meH th<" 
approbation and the increased support ol 
his "core!igionarivs." "To all we send a 
fraternal greeting, wishing them health 
and spiritual progress, resigna lion to .ill 
the adversities of life and a resolute desire 
for the practice of the good for ils own 
sake." This well conducted journal de
serves all the encouragement it can possi
bly receive.

Sophia is the name of a new theosuphisl 
journal to take the place of Estudios 
Teosoficos published al Madrid. Says the 
Revista de Estudios PsicoIogiens.O'Pharol 
is the name of a new Spiritualist journal 
just started at Parangua, Estado de 
Paran, Brazil.

Since October, has bum published in 
Paris, Le Reformateur, by Zouave Jacob 
devoted to theurgy, hygiene. literature 
and ihe fine arts, appearing bi-monthly 
Zouave Jacob formerly published Revue 
Theurgique.

La Phare de Rouen is the mime of a now 
Spiritualist journal, the organ of Pnion 
Espiriluali sla de Rouen just founded.

A Brazilian Society of Psychic Studies 
has just been formed at. Rio Janeiro, with 
Dr. Erico Coelho, Prof essor of Gynecolgy 
in the University. for President, Alfred 
Alexander, Professor in the National 
Gynasium as Corresponding Secretary and 
Wladimir Matta, a lawyer, us Secretary.

Professor Alexander begs the readers of 
Rcfurmador. the Spiritualist journal, to fur
nish well authenticated accounts of psy
chic experiences, being well convinced 
that in-Brazil there is a large domain of as 
yet unexplored occult matter, full of re
sources against the materialistic phosophy 
so prevalent. He closes thus: ’"I do not 
dread the result of the severest and most 
complete examination of Spiritualistic 
facts. The truth bears tho light well. I 
beg your readers therefore to the extent of 
their ability hi contribute lo complete the 
chain of evidence.”

The excellent Revista Espirhistu de la 
Habana for January contains a portrait of 
a distinguished Spiritualist writer iu 
Cuba, D. Marcos Garcia, with a sketch oi 
his life and services.

Mr. J. L. MONTGOMERY,
Ex-Clerk Circuit Court, and Editor “Democrat,” Marshalkin.

Suffered as only a Dyspeptic can Suffer,

Had given up all Hope of ever being Cured
NOW EATS THREE MEALS A DAY, 

THE RESULT OF TAKING

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
The strongest recommendation this wonderful medi

cine has, comes from tjiose who have been cured by 
taking it. Read what Mr. Montgomery says: —

UI was raised on a farm, and was, up to six years 
ago, always used to manual labor, and plenty of fresh 
air. At that time, however, I changed my occupation, 
went into an office, and it was but a little while after that 
when my appetite almost wholly disappeared. My diges
tion was not good, and I had given up hope of ever being 
cured. For two years 1 suffered untold pain and agony, 
such as only a dyspeptic can suffer. At last 1 began to 
take Ayer s Sarsaparilla for this complaint, and by the 
time I had used six bottles I was as well as ever. The 
cure was most effectual. I can now eat my three meals 
a day, sleep soundly, and am never bothered with symp
toms of dyspepsia. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla indeed cures. 
It cured me, and if anyone will take it according to direc
tions, it will cure him. 1 believe that this medicine will 
cure the most aggravated or chronic case of dyspepsia or 
indigestion on record, and 1 can recommend it most 
heartily and confidently to all who will use it.’*

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
Cures others, will cure you ^j|

THE FOREIGN SPIRITUALISTIC 
PRESS,

Le Flambeau (The Torch) is a new Spir
itualist journal published in Belgium. A 
new journal has just been launched at 
Rio Grande, Brazil, also Spiritualist. We 
have received the ninth number jf the first 
volume of Lux ex Tenebris (Light out of 
Darkness) published at Vera Cruz, Mexico, 
every Sunday, which claims a circulation 
of 5,000 copies and is devoted to sciences, 

. arts, industries, commerce, philosophy, 
rationalism, sociolgy, theosophy, magnet- 
ism,.psychology, spiritism, the kabbala, 
e^cultism, the genesis, free masonary, 

1 magic, gartomancy, etc. It is edited by Dr.
Leoplodo Enoch Calleja, Daniel J. Her
rera at Vera Cruz with Senora Juan A. de 
Marshall in the City of Mexico. It is 

; farther designated as the organ of Circulo 
Popular de Estudios FHoeoflcos Sociales 

. (The Popular Circle of Philosophical and

or Sewn fttrnWv
re!
sud atunen
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UNITY"’;

ESCAPE,
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA,

“The True Southern Route I”
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A PROSE PASTEL—LIFE.

By Bertha J. French.
Whence comes this curious essence that 

we call life?
We do not know.
Whither does it tend ?
We cannot toll.
We only know that it thrills th** uni- 

. verse.
It Is sleeping in the pebble, in the rocks 

and mighty boulders; dreaming in cradles 
of leaves and opening flowers; manifesting 
as unconscious thought in the animal.

It awakens in man.
Man thinks, therefore he knows he 

lives.
Mosaics quaint and odd make the puzzle 

of life.
Exterior life is made of little things; of 

good nights and mornings: of waking, 
sleeping and dreaming; dressing and un
dressing; conversation, friends, the thea-

play; poetry and prose: breakfast, dinner 
and tea; toasting one’s toes by the fire 
when winter winds whistie loud: listening 
to the birds of summer; breathing the fra
grance of flowers as we walk in the gar
den; building air castles, weeping o’er 
their wrecks; life is joy and tears, peace 
and pain, hopes and fears: it is conflict 
between the angel and animal of human 
consciousness. What is life?

Life is a dream in the cradle of immen
sity.

Life is a voyage on the sea of the in
finite.

Life is thought and love.
Thought and love! how they drag their 

secrets into the cryptic temples of the 
heart

Who has ever explored the mysteries of 
the human heart?

From our friend’s life sometimes we 
catch a gleam, dim as when the moon 
looks through a veil of cloud.

,We sense a thought-aura faint as dead 
rose leaves telling of summers gone; every 
heart has its Secret temples inhabited by 
thoughts and aspirations of which friend
ship never dreams; the dearest friends are 
strangers; only the sunlight of perfect love 
shall entice these shadowy inhabitants 
from their secret abode; so the rivulet of 
life flows on twinkling in the sunshine, 
darkening in the shadow, till at last it 
comes to a grave.

Shall that dark mound receive—and for- 
ever-that pulsating essence of aspirations 
and capabilities, that we call lite? We 
bend above that mound of green; written 
in fair white lilies we read: Life is an 
emanation of God individualized in human 
form; it is therefore indestructible.

Death is but the cypress-wreathed door 
to life eternal. And now a strain of music, 
the rocks, the trees, the flowers, the sing
ing stars all join the triumphal chorus: 
Life! Life! Life eternal.

Social Studies). We hope for it continued 
prosperity.

Lumen is the name of a propagandist 
paper just started at Barcelona in Spain to 
be illustrated with engravings or photo
gravures, etc. The first number received 
has a copy of a photograph of Kalle King 
and William Crookes.

Revistade Estudios Psicologicos for Jan
uary just received. The editor has in 
commemoration of theentranceof his jour
nal on its twenty-fifth year, promised im
provements which he hopes will meet the 
approbration and the increased support of 
his ‘’Coreligionaries.” “To all we send a 
fraternal greeting, wishing them health 
and spiritual progress, resignation to all 
the adversities of life and a resolute desin* 
for the practice of the good for its own 
sake.” This well conducted journal de
serves all the encouragement it can possi
bly iM^ivo.

Sophia is the name of a new theosophist 
journal to take the place of Estudios 
Teosoficos published at Madrid. Says the 
Revisla de Estudios Psicolugieos.O’Pbaro! 
is the name of a new Spiritualist journal 
just started at Parangua. Estado de 
Paran, Brazil.

Since October, has been published in 
Paris, Le Reformateur, by Zouave Jacob 
devoted to theurgy, hygiene, literature 
and the fine arts, appearing bi-monthly’ 
Zouave Jacob formerly published Revue 
Theurgique.

La Phare de Rouen is the name i»f a new 
Spiritualist journal, the organ of Union 
Espirituali sta de.Rouen just founded.

A Brazilian Society of Psychic Studies 
has just been formed at Rio Janeiro, with 
Dr. Erico Coelho, Prof.’ssor of Gynccolgy 
in the University, for President. Alfred 
Alexander, Professor in. the National 
Gynasium as Corresponding Secretary and 
Wladimir Matta, a lawyer, as Secretary.

Professor Alexander begs the readers of 
Reformador.the Spiritualist journal, to fur
nish well authenticated accounts of psy
chic experiences, being well convinced 
that in-Brazil there is a large domain of as 
yet unexplored occult matter, full of re
sources against the materialistic phosophy 
so prevalent. He closes thus: "I do not 
dread the result of the severest and most 
complete examination of Spiritualistic 
facts. The truth bears the light well. I 
beg your readers therefore to the extent of 
their ability to contribute to complete the 
chain of evidence.”

The excellent Revista EspirilisU do la 
Habana for January contains a portrait of 
a distinguished Spiritualist writer in 
Cuba, I). Marcos Garcia, with a sketch ol 
his life and services.

Mr. J. L. MONTGOMERY,
Ex-Clerk Circuit Court, and Editor “Democrat,” Marshall.Ill.

Suffered as only a Dyspeptic can Suffer.

Had given up all Hope of ever being Cured

The Wrongest recommendation this wonderful medi
cine has, comes from those who have been cured by 
taking it. Read what Mr. Montgomery says: —

“I was raised on a farm, and was, up to six years 
ago, always used to manual labor, and plenty of fresh 
air. At that time, however, I changed my occupation, 
went into an office, and it was but a little while after that 
when my appetite almost wholly disappeared. My diges
tion was not good, and I had given up hope of ever being 
cured. For two years 1 suffered untold pain and agony, 
such as only a dyspeptic can Buffer. At last I began Io 
take Ayer’s Sarsaparilla for this complaint, and by the 
time I had used six bottles I was as well as ever. The 
cure was most effectual. I can now cat my three meals 
a day, sleep soundly, and am never bothered with symp- 
toms of dyspepsia. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla indeed cures. 
It cured me, and if anyone will take it according to direc
tions, it will cure him. I believe that this medicine will 
cure the most aggravated or chronic case of dyspepsia or 
indigestion on record, and 1 can recommend it most 
heartily and confidently to all who will use it.”

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
Cures others, will cure you ^J|
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THE FOREIGN SPIRITUALISTIC 
PRESS.

Le Flambeau (The Torch) is a new Spir
itualist journal published in Belgium. A 
new journal has just been launched at 
Rio Grande, Brazil, also Spiritualist. We 
have received the ninth number jf the first 
volume of Lux ex Tenebris (Light out of 
Darkness) published at Vera Cruz, Mexico, 
every Sunday, which claims a circulation 
of 5,000 copies and is devoted to sciences, 
arts, industries, commerce, philosophy, 
rationalism, sociolgy, theosophy, magnet- 
iam, .psychology, spiritism, the kabbala, 
t^eukism, the genesis, free masonary, 

1 magic, gartomancy, etc. It is edited by Dr. 
Leoplodo Enoch Calleja, Daniel /J. Her
rera at Vera Cruz with Senora Juan A. de 
Marshall in the City of Mexico. It is 

- further designated as the organ of Circulo 
- Popular de Estudios FHosoflcos Boci&les 
, (The Popular Circle of Philosophical and
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THE SOUL
BY ALEXANDER WILDKR.

ESCAPE.
The discomforts and perils of our cold Northern winter by trying 

the genial climate of .

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA,
The Arcadia of the Invalid ; the paradise of the winter tourist, and the natural, 
all the-vear-round sanitarium of the whole Nation. Sometimes health upairing. 
sometimes pleasure-hunting, and sometimes business widening prompts one to 
make the pilgrimage to Southern California. Then naturally follow the time the 
trip takes and what it costs. These can be reduced to a minimum if one goes over 

“ The True Southern Route! ”
(IKnp 4 Lltoa 1 K, st. Lotti*. Iron Mountain 4 Southam Ry, Y«m 4 HciSe Ry and Southern Pink Co.) 

Taking this " The True Way,” traveling comfort is made well nigh perfect;
you encounter no high altitudes, no snow blockades, and have through Pullman 
service from Chicago to California every day.

Illustrated and descriptive pamphlets, tickets, berths or further information may be had by 
calling on or addressing R. SOMERVILLE. City Passenger and Ticket Agent.

195 South Clark St. »

TO JK™Pt mpbtet form, price 16 cent#
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Manitou .Mineral Water Co.,
Manitou Springs, Colo.

Sold by all first-class groceries. Also by al 
druggists.
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THE ONLY PAPER OF ITS KIND ON EARTH.
THE MOST WIDELY QUOTED PAPER IN THE WORLD

Thk Ram’s Horn is a national force, and anM 
authentic blessing every week. V

IMtrt MiiKtyrt, D.D, ■
Tiik Ram’s Horn is showing to the world that re- K 

ligioits instruction need not be stupid or common- V 
place. InJianaj^litJournal. *

UNIQUE NOT ECCENTRIC \

iwra*MeabefaHi
for

OWING TO ITS PURITY
As a Natural Sparkling Mineral Water.

IT IS BUTTLED JUST AH IT FWWH EROM 
THE EARTH AND SOLD IN HOTTLKS ONLY. 
EVERY BOTTLE Is put UP AT THE SPRING 
therefore consumers can be assured that what they 
receive i IRK MINERAL SPRING WATER.

How many people profess a very posi
tive belief in a hereafter, yet more posi
tively refuse to listen to any actual proofs 
of it when brought to their attention, re
marks the Banner of Light. They are 
willing enough to admit that angelic spir
its appeared to and instructed the people 
of old, and that they are as likely to ap
pear again at some coming time; but they 
strenulously deny that such have appeared 
and communicated with mortals at the 
present time, for no better reason than that 
they have never seen nor communicated 
with them. Nor do they care enough for 
their professed belief to take the trouble 
to confirm it, when they can as easily as 
not. Their peculiar superstition is, that 
the Deity did certain things in times past, 
and will do them again in limes to come, 
but that he cannot or will not do them 
now—as if his power was suspended. It 
is a belief akin to the common one that 
men regard all other men mortal but them
selves. Now if the Deity wrought such 
wonders among people more^or less sunk 
in barbarism, and certainly as a rule re
bellious against his authority; how much 
more reasonable it is to infer that he would 
show even more marvelous works among 
the people uf the present age, who pro
fess above-all things a zealous willingness 
to spread abroad the greatness and glory

E2£iSiS£^aH2Bl

I'

RICHARD HODGSON. SKi RKFARY AMERICAN 
Branch or the Swim' for Psychical Re
search. writes: £ have re-read with much pleasure, 
hi print, the pages which 1 read so long ago tn manu
script. It seems to me that you might have still 
more emphasised the fact that the book is not tne 
product of your normal consciousness. This makes 
it alt the more remarkable, whatever be the origin 
of “The Voices” whose utterances form the book— 
whether disembodied human spirits, or the varying 
manifestations of your own subliminal conscious
ness, or some yet more foreign intelligence. And 
while 1 cannot say that I agree with every opinion 
expressed in It, I think that few persons can read it 
withoct feeling better and stronger, and I certainly 
believe that most of our members would be very 
glad to have it brought to their attention. It is a 
charming and valuable production.

F. L. BURR, for n quarter of a century editor of 
the Hartford Daily Times, writes: Your experiences 
on the borderland of two worlds are curious and 
fascinating. The life we are leading here is not the 
beginning nor the ending. It Is, as you assert, cer
tainly not the ending. I can never for one moment 
alter the GIbralter of my faith, that our loved ones 
do come back to us; sometimes, as in your case, 
they materially aid us, us also in various unnoted ■ 
yray'Sv\S;-L<ffi\g‘:^

ISnio. 2W pages, with portrait, art initial letters, 
profusely Illustrated, with marginal notes, on tine 
s^ttn paper, broad margins, paper covers, 5U cts ; 
cloth, St.W.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at Tas Religio- 
Philosophical Journal Office.

Herbert Spencer’s 
SYNTHETIC PHILOSOPHY.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
An essay read before the Brooklyn Ethical Associ

ation, with report of a discussion of the essay. A 
pamphlet of lil pages.

“A very able and satisfactory exposition of the 
synthetic philosophy.”—Dr. R. G. Boclbs.

“One of the most candid and able expositions o 
philosophic truth to which this association has ever 
istened.”—John a. Taylor.
Price, 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Thj Religio- 

Philosophical Journal Office.

In the daily papers last week appeared 
| accounts of au alleged phenomena al 
I Newport, R. I., substancially as follows; 
I In a plain garret room at 17 Marsh street 
I lies a little child, the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
j M. J. Malloy, suffering with water on the 
I brain, its lower limbs paralyzed and its 
I stomach congealed. On ihe evening of 

February 14th about 7:30 o’clock the 
I mother was terrified to see a face appear 

on the pillow next to that on which the 
I child lay. The news spread like wildfire 
I and hundreds of people visited the room 
I and came away astounded. A reporter 

visited the scene at midnight. Lights 
were shifted into every position, but then* 
on the pillow was a male face in nun’s 

i headdress, the forehead, nose, eyes, 
: mouth and chin as plainly outlined as if 
chiseled out of pure marble. The mure 
minute the observation the more striking 
did the features stand out. The face 
gradually faded away at 3 a. m. Large 
crowds besieged the place the next night 
but were refused admission by order of 
priests and doctors. The child has taken 
a turn for the better.

Of the persecution of Seventh-day Ad
ventists in Tennessee, that excellent, publi
cation, the Sabbath Outlook, says: “This 
un-American, un-Chrlstian persecution of 
Sabbath-keepers is a biot on the history of 
our time which will cloud the name of 
Tennessee for years to come; and the com
parative silence of the religious press, in 
condemnation of it, gives too much color 
to the idea that better men than those who 
have instigated the wrong thus done, are 
willing that it should go unrebuked.”
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Psychical Phenomena, 
Free Thought and Science

The crowded condition of the Journal's advertls 
ingcolumns precludes extended advertisements of 
books, but investigators and buyer# will be supplied 
wttb* :

OATAiden AUD PRICK LIST

You need not be afraid of the twinge of 
rheumatism when you have Salvation OH.

YOU DON’T HAVE TO SWEAR OFF 
using tobacco, if you will take NO-TO- 
BAO, the wonderful, harmless, guaranteed 
tobacco habit cure: it oasts but a In tie, 
and the man who wants to quit will find 
in NO-TO-BAC a permanent cure. Bold 
by Druggists. Send for book- titled 
“Don’t Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your
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Money in Mining

9 5,000,000

The March number of Worthington’s. 
Magazine opens with a superbly illustrated 
articleon “The Chicago Woman’s Club,” 
by Mrs. SaraA. Underwood.
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THK KELLY KIKE. 
BOSTON AHO MONTANA, 
CALUMET ANO HECLA, 
GRANITE MOUNTAIN, 
HOMESTAKE, 
IDAHO, - 
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MOLLIE GIBSON, 
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FOR JUDICIOUS INVESTORS
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MJ»T NATIOML UMX, SANTA M. 
OHKMIOAL NATIONAL BANK) 0HI0ASO

1A Limited Number of Shares now offered at

Eighty Million Dollars Profits 
on Nine Famous Mines.

38,850,000 
- 11,050,000

4,841,250 
2,344,050 
2,500,000 
1,800,000 

12,875,000

for Hen of 
LMMeftaw

1

The Silver Sunlight 
Mining and Milling Co. 
own four Minesand a Concentrat* 
ing Mill in the same mountain, 
upon the same vein and in close 
Proximity to the celebrated 
Five Million Dollar 
Kelly Mine, as shown 
in the map, and their 
prospects are exactly 
as good as the Kelly

and Milling Co.
. is Incorporated and has a Capi

tal Stock Of $2J3OO,OOO—2,000X100 
Shares fully paid and non-assessable.

Colossal fortunes 
await the first 
lucky stock
holders of the , 
Company.

Won. L. Bradford Prince, IW, 
AcnreaNOR or Naw Mrxwo.

General Offices:
SANTA FKa «. Mu ano CHICANO. ILL.

Registrar and Transfer Agente.
Tim CHICAGO TITLM ANO TRUST COMPANY.

BANKERS.

20 Cents ^ Share.
March 1st stock will be advanced to 25c per share. Buy now 

‘ and make twenty-five per cent.
Do nU fail to send for Prospectus, Map and full informatics to
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Watseka Wonder!r
The Science of The Soul and The Stars

IN TWO PABT8.

SPIRITUALISMJ BY AN INITIATE.
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Lights and Shadows
OF

A NARRATIVE OF STARTLING PHENOMENA 
OCCURRING IN THE CASE OF

MARY LURANCY VENNUM.

American. Branch

BY DR. K, W. 8TRVKNS

SI®

This well attested account of spirit presence 
created a witte-spread sensation when first published 
in the Religio-PtiUosophical Journal. Over tiftv 
thousand copies were circulated. Including the Jour 
naTs publication and the pamphlet editions, but the 

. demand still continues.
To those familiar with the marvellous story, it to

NO WONDER
the Interest continues, for in It on Indubitable tests 
mony may be learned how a young girl was

. SAVED FROM THE MAD HOUSE,
bg the direct assistance of Spirits, through the intelll 
gent interference of Spiritualists, and after months 
of almost continuous spirit control und medica. 
treatment by Dr. Stevens, was restored to perfect 
health, to the profound astonishment of all. Solar 
transcending in some respect, all other recorded 
eases of a similar character, this by common acclaim 
same to be known as

THE WATSEKA WONDER.
Were it not that the hist try of the case is authenti

cated beyond all caril or possibility of daubt.lt would 
beconatdered by those unfamiliar with the facte of 
Spiritualism as a skillfully prepared work of fiction.

A MISSIONARY DOCUMENT.
for general distribution, it ’S unequalled; and for 
this purpose should be distributed industriously, 
generously, persistently far and near.

The present issue is a superior edition from new str- 
reotype plates, printed ou a fine quality of toned p:s 
per, and protected by " laid " paper covers of tin 
newest patterns.

The publisher has taken advantaged the neeessit v 
for new plates, and with the courteous permission >>i 
Harper Brothers, incorporated with the case oi 
Lurancy Vennum one from Harper's Magazine foi

Psychical and Physio-Psychological Studies.

MARY REYNOLDS,
A CASE OF

I

I

1

This case ts frequently referred to by medical au
thorities, and Mr. Epes Sargent makes reference to 
It, in that invaluable, standard work, TAe Scientific 
Basis of Spirit valiant. his latest and best effort. The 
ease of Mary Reynolds does not equal thr of Lu
rancy Vennum. but is nevertheless a vah ble no 
dltion. The two narrations make a

SIXTY-PAGE PAMPHLLT.
^^'ie.^h^IeSl^^ retail, at The Religio

Philosophical journal Office

Signs of the Times
From the Standpoint of a Scientist.

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED AT THB FIRST METHO 
DIST CHURCH Under thb auspices or the

WESTERN SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL 
RESEARCH.

Prof. Elliott Coues, M. D„
Member of the National Academy of Sciences .. 
the London Society for Psychical Research, etc., etc.

J

j-
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i

#
A

of

CONTENTS.
The Woman Question. The Naros, or Cycle of six

a Alleged” Phenomenal Spiritualism, 
with a Table. Test Conditions. The 

Indispensable. The Spiritualistic ortho 
? Animal Magnetism and 

Great Power of the Magnetiser.
Key to Psychic Science. The 

The Astral Body. The Better Way. 
The Outlook. And an invaluable 

it said guide to the Novi oh in thb Study or

BXCSLLENT MISSIONARY DOCUMENT.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at Thb Religio- 
PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL Office.

An Admirable Story.
BARS AND THRESHOLDS.

By MRS. EMMA MINER.
This story is full of Intertet and spiritual philoso

phy. It# author Is a fine inspirational. writer and 
medium. When published'as a newspaper serial it 
created much intereu and the demand has been such 
as to warrant putting it in book form. Every Spirit-

Paper Borers. 210 pp. Price M cento.

Finely Illustrated with Kight Full-page 
Engravings.

It 1# claimed that this book 1b not a mere compile 
tion, but thoroughly original.

It is believed to contain Information upon the moat 
vital points of Occultism and Theosophy that oannot 
be obtained elsewhere.

It claims to fully reveal the most recondite mys
teries of man upon every plane of his existence, 
both here and hereafter, In such plain, simple lan
guage that a child can almost understand it.

The secrets and Occult mysteries of Astrology are 
revealed and explained for the tirst time, it Is 
affirmed, since the days of Egyptian Hieroglyphics.

An effort Is made to show that the Science of the 
Soul and the Science of the Stars are the twin mys
teries which comprise Thb ON* Grand Science or 
Lira.

The following are among the claims made for the 
work by its friends;

To the spiritual investigator this book Is indto- 
penslble.

To the medium It reveals knowledge beyond all 
earthly price, and win prove a real truth, “a paid* 
philosopher and friend.”

To the Occultist It will supply the mystic key tor 
which he has been so long earnestly seeking.

To the Astrologer it will become a “ditSne rebels 
tionof Science”

The Society for Psychical research is engaged in 
the investigation of the phenomena of Thought
transference,Clairvoyance, Apparition# and Haunted 
Houses, Spiritualistic Phenomena, etc., and evidence 
In connection with these different groups of phenom
ena is published from time to time In the S. P. R. 
Journal and Proceedings, to which associate mem
bers (dues #5.00 per annum) are entitled.

Persons who hare had psychical experiences of any 
kind are earnestly requested to communicate them 
directly to the Secretary of the American Branch, 
or to the editor of Thb Rsucw-Phieohophical, 
Journal, with as much corroborative testimony 
as possible; and a special appeal to made to those 
who have had experiences justifying the spiritual
istic belief.

Information concerning the Society can be obtained 
from

RICHARD HODGSON, LL.D.
Secretary for America, 

ft Boyle on Place, Boston, Mase.

A Courge of Legions for Less Than 4cts Per 
Lesson.

50c. A New and Important Work. 50c.

RY D. O. HOMB

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Part First.
axciwi spirm-jlixm.

CHAPTER I. THE FAITHS OF ANCIENT PEOPLES 
Spiritualism its old as our phom. Lights and shad
ows of Pagan times.

CHAPTER 11. ASSYRIA. CHALDEA. EGYPT ANH 
PERSIA. ”Chaldea's seers are good." The Proph
ecy of Alexanders death. Snhitualhn In the 
shadow of the pyramids. s^thoand Psamnietleus 
Prophecies regarding Cvrus. The -Golden Star’ 
of Persia.

CHAPTER HL INDIA AND china. Apollonius and 
the Brahmin:.. The creed of "Nirvana." Uotsj 
and CunfuC’i.s. Present corruption of the Chinese

CHAPTER /. GREECE AND Rome. The famous 
Spiritualists of Hellas, Commitnleation between 
world and world three thousand yearsago. The 
Delphian Oracle. Pau^udns and the Byzantine 
Captive, “Great Pan Is dead." Socrates and hh 
attendant spirit. Vespa-dau at Alexandria. A 
haunted house at Athens, Valens anu the Greek 
Thourglsts. The days .d the t'a-ws.

OPINIONS OF PRESS AND PEOPLE.
“A noble, philosophical and Instructive work,”- 

Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.
“A work of remarkable ability and interest.”—Dr 

J. R. Buchanan.
“A remarkably concise, clear and forcibly Inter 

esting work........... It 1# more clear and intelligible 
than any other work on like subject#.”—Mr. J. J. 
Marte.

“A careful reading of Ths Light of Egypt dis
covers the beginning of a new sect In Occultism, 
which will oppose the grafting on Western Occultist# 
the subtle delusive dogmas of Karma and Retnoarna- 
tion.”—New Fork Tim#*.

“It is a volume likely to attract wide attention from 
that class of scholar# interested In mystical science 
and occult forces. But it ta written in such plain and 
simple style as to be within the easy comprehension 
...........of any cultivated scholarly reader. —TM CW- 
cape Daily Inter Ocean.

“However recondite his book the author certainly 
presents a theory of first causes which is well fitted 
to challenge the thoughtful reader’s attention and to 
excite much reflection."—Hartford Daily Timet.

“Considered a# an exposition of Occultism, or the 
philosophy of the Orient from a Western standpoint 
this is a remarkable production........ The philosophy 
of the book is. perhaps, as profound as any yet at 
tempted, and so far reaching In its scope as to take 
ta about ail that relates to the divine ego-man in Its 
manifold relations to time and eternity—the past, 
present and future."—Ths Dotty TrUnme (Salt Dake

“This work, the result of years of research and 
study, will undoubtedly create a profound sensation 
throughout the philosophic world."—Ths Detroit 
Commercial Advertiser.

“It ta an Occult work but not a Theosophical one.
It 1# a book entirely new in its scope, and must 

excite wide attention.”—Th# Kansas City Journal.
“The book is highly interesting and very ably 

written, and It comes at an opportune timetoellm 
inate from the “Wisdom Religion” reincarnation 
and other unphilosophical superstitions of the other
wise beautiful structure of Theosophy."—Kansas 
Herald.

“What will particularly oommend the book to many 
In this country te that It is the first successful at
tempt to make the truths of Theosophy plain and 
clear to any one not a special student, and that It lays 
pare the frauds of the Blavatsky school.”—San Tran 
ctaeo Chronicle.

Beautifully printed and illustrated on paper menu 
factored for this special purpose, with illuminate 
and extra heavy cloth binding. Price, #8.00.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Bbligio- 
PHii.osoPHic.il> Journal Office.

Poems of the Life Beyond and Within.
Voices from many lands and centuries saying, “Man 

thou shalt never die.”
EDITED AND COMPILED BY G. B. STEBBINS.
“It begins with old Hindoo poems and will be of 

interest, not only to Spiritualists, but to all who love 
the quickening of the best poetry Syracuse 
Standard.

“Clear type and tinted paper make at setting for 
its rich contents.’’—Rochester Union.

“The world will thank Mr, Stebbins for his work 
long after het# gone,”--Jambs G. Clark, Singbrand 
Pobt,

Price, SI .50, mailed free of postage.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Thb Beligio- 

Philosophical Journal Office,

THE

PATHWAY OF THE SPIRIT.
A guide to Inspiration, Illumination and Divine 

Realization on Earth.
BY JOHN HAMLIN DlWlf, M. D.

This work is Number 3 of tho Christian Theosophy 
Bries and is having a large and rapid sale.

'at ta tawio-

By the Author of "The Light of Bgypt."
A work that no Mental Healer. ChrlutlHn Scientist 

or Magnetic Physician can afford to be without, if 
they would become the real masters of their pro- 
fe»shn> In the study of man and the healing ar 
divine.

The Language of the Stars.
A PRIMARY CURSE OF LESSONS IN UELES- 

, TIAL DYNAMICS.
This Important primary work to the first practical 

exposition of the Astro-Magnetic forces of nature - 
tn their relation to man that has yet been Issued by 
the American press.

It contains 14 special lessons, embracing each 
department of human life in auch plain simple 
language, that a child can understand the elemen
tary principles laid down. And In addition to these 
lessons there to an Appendix, containing a full ex 
planation of all technical and scientific berms in 
general use upon the subject, thus forming a brief, 
yet practical Astro Dictionary.

The work to illustrated with special plates.

Price, Only 50 cts.. Post

Address: Astro Philosophical Pub. Co., P
O. Box 37H3. Denver, CoL
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Science versus Religion. similarity of modern ana 
ancient phenom-run. Tho sb'Kc of Jerusalem. "The 
Light of the World.” Unseen armies who aided in 
the triumph of the Cross.

CHAPTER H. THE SPIRITUAL IX IHE EARLY 
CHHTNTlAN C1H l«’H. Mgm. and w milers In the days 
of tiie Fathers. Martvrdom of I’olvearp. Tim re 
turn of Evagrhw after death. Augustine's faith. 
The philosophy ,,f Alexandria.
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Tho counterfeiting of minifies. St. Bernard. Tiie 
case of Mademoiselle Perrier. The tomb of the 
Abbe Paris. “The Livesot Sabits." Levitation. 
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iTCAtJSM. Crimes of the Papacy. The record of 
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Arc. The career of Savonarola. Death of Urban 
Grandter. .
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Ten centuries of Persecution. Arnaud's march. 
Tiie deeds of Jjiportv ami ^hvaller. The ordeal of 
tire. End of tiie Cevennols War.

CHAPTER VL Protestant spiritualism. Pre
cursors of the Reformation. Luther and Satan. 
Calvin. Wishart martyrdom. Witchcraft. Fa- 
mon- accounts of appanth s. Bunvmu Fox and 
Wesley

CHAPTER VII. the spiritualism of certain 
great SEEKS. “ The Reveries of Jae ib Behtuen.” 
Swedenborg’s character and teachings. Narratives 
regarding the spiritual gifts. Jung Stilling. His 
unconquerable faith, and the providences accorded, 
him. Zachokke. uberihi. and the Seeress of Pre- 
Voat. '
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The Inner Life, or Spirit Mysteries Explained., 
"he Temple~or Diseases of the Brain and
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The Fountain, with Jeta of New Meanings....... 
Pale of a Physician, or Seeds and Fruita of
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grThe Complete Works of A. J. Davis, If ordered 
to one address, at one time, will be sold at a literal 
discount.

LOGIC TAUGHT BY LOVE
MARY BOOLE.

Part of the object of this work is to call attention
t the fact that our life i# being disorganise 
monotony of our method# of teaching.

Ue

Fart Third,
MODERX SPIRITUALISM. ,

HAPTKR L INTRODUCTORY.
I'lIAPRERIL delusions. American false proph- 

ets. Two ex-reverends claim to be witnesses fore
told by St. John, “The New Jerusalem." A 
strange episode lit the. history of Geneva. “The 
New Motor 1’ower." A society formed for the at
tainment of earthly Immortality.

CHAPTER ill. delusions (continued). The re 
rival of Pythagorean dreams. Allan Hardee's 
communication after death. Fancied evocation of 
the spirit of a sleeper. Fallneles of Kardeetom. 
Hie Theosophical Society. Rs vain quest for 
<lpl» and gnomes, ('hemical processes for the 
manufacture of spirits. A magician wanted.

PIIAPTEtt IV. Mental diseases little understood.
CHAPTER V. "PEOPLE FROM THEOTHKIt WORLD." 

A pseudo Investigator. Groping# In the dark. The 
spirit whose name was Yusef. Strange logic ami 
strange theories.

CHAPTER VL sceptics and tests. Mistaken 
Spiritualists. Libels on tiie Spirit world. The 
whitewashing of Ethiopian*.

CHAPTER VIL absurdities. “When Greek 
meets Greek.” The spirit-costume of Oliver Urum- 
we!L Dtotingutoued visitors to Halton seances. A 
servant and prophet of God. Convivial spirits. A 
ghost's tea-party. A dream of Mary Stuart. The 
idea® of a homicide concerning Ills owi execution. 
An exceedingly gifted medium. The Crystal Pal
aces of Jupiter. Re-lncarnattve literature. The 
mission of John King. A penniless archangel. A 
spirit with a taste for diamonds. The most wonder
ful medium in the world.

CHAPTER VIH. trickery and its IXPOSl’FlL 
Dark seances. A letter from Serjeant Cox. Ttu 
concealment of “splrll-draperv," Rope tying am 
handcuffs. Narrative of exuot jd impeetem. V— 
riousinOdas of fraud.

CHAPTER IX. TRICKERY AND ITS EXPOSURE 
(continued). The passing of matter through mat
ter. •'Spirit brought flowers." The ordinary dark 
seance. Variations of “phenomenal" trickery. 
“Spirit Photography.” Moulds of ghostly hands 
and feet. Baron Kirkup's experience. The read 
ng of sealed letters.

HAPTERX. THE HIGHER ASPECTS OF SPIRITU
ALISM. The theological Heaven. A story regard - 
ing a coffin. An incident with “ L. M.” A London 
drama. “Blackwood's Magazine” and some sesne-? 
In Geneva.
BAITER XI. “OUR FATHER.'
'll APTER XH. THE HIGHER ASPECT OF SPIRITU

ALISM (continued). "Stella.”
APPENDIX.

This covers eight pages and was not Included in 
he American edition. It to devoted to a brief ac
count of a young medium who under spirit influence 
wrote poetry of a high order. Extracts from these 
noetic Inspirations are given The appendix to 
>n interesting and most fitting conclusion of a volu
ble book.
(Hito te the English edition originally published a, 

M.00. It 1« a large book, equal to 000 pages of the 
average 12mo., and much superior In every way to 
the American edition published some years ago. 
Originally published tn 1877, it was in advance of Ik 
time. Events of the oast twelve years have justified 
the work and proven Mr. Home a true prophet, 
guide and adviser In a field to which hi# labor, gif to 
and noble character have given lustre.

For sale, wholesale and retail, a^THB RelisiO' Philosophical Joubnal Office.
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“The Denton
A Great Premium.

A WWSMOTW*''KiCraB anb tmsM^ 
UGIO PHILOSOPHICAL, JOUR

NAL ONE YEAR FOR »2O

PointsZot Superiority
OFTHH

Sewing Machine-
“THE DENTON"baBthe3»rgwt design of bent 

woodwork; with skeleton drawer cases, made in both 
walnut and oak, highly finished and the most dur
able made.

The stand Is rigid and strung, haring brace from 
over each end of treadle rod to table, has a large bal
ance wheel with belt replacer, and} a very easy 
motion of treadle.

The head is free from plate tensions, the {machine 
is so sat that without any change of upper or lower 
ension you can sew from No. 40 to No. 150 thread, 

and by a very slight change of disc tension on face 
plate, you can sew from the coarsest ito the finest 
thread. It has a self-setting needle and loose pully 
device on hand wheel for winding bobbins without 
running the machine; has automatic bobbin winder, 
self-threading ahuttie with positive feed and positive 
take-up. The finest work, Arrasene, Embroidery, 
Etching, or any work done on any other machine.
can easily be accomplished On this one. It is adjust
able in all its bearings, and has less springs than any 
other sewing machine on the market. It is the
qulckestyo thread, being self-threading, except the 
eye of the needle. It is the easiest machine in 
changing length of stitch, and is very quiet and easy 
running. Is a high arm machine, which allows of a 
very large space under arm,

Attachments Aoapaayag M Machine
ARE AB FOLLOWS:

One Huffier, with Shirrer 
One Set of 4 Hemmers, 
One Binder, 
One Presser Foot, 
One Hemmer and Feller, 
One Braidqr Foot, 
One Tucker, 
One Quilter, 
One Plate Gauge, 
One Slide for Braider, 
One Oli Can (with Oli), 
One Thread Cutter,

^iftt® 1 Attachment# in 
! bracket are all 
i Interchangeable 
I into foot on 
j presser bar.

Six Bobbins, 
Seven Needles, 
One Large Screw Driver, 
One Small Screw Driver, 
One Wrench.
One Instruction Book.

WARRANTY.
Every machine is fully warranted for nve years 

Any part proving defective will be replaced free ot 
charge, excepting needles bobbinsand shuttles.

TERMS,

Any oldsubscrlberwillbe entitled to “The Denton* 
machine and one year's extension of subscription to 
Tsa journal on payment of 120.

Any new subsbriber will receive ‘'The Denton' 
machine and Ths Journal for one year on pay
ment of <20.

For 175 I will send Ths Journal one year to 
thirty new subscribers, and “The Denton” to the 
getter-up of the club; and 1 will also send to each 
member of the club a copy of Dr. Crowell’s “Spirit 
World.” N. B.—This proposalforctubssecures<145 
for #5, and those proposing to canvass for such a 
club must notify meatonoe, as 1 reserve the right 
to withdraw the offer, only bolding myself obligated 
to such as have notified me that they are at work on

SHIPPING.
Every machine will be securely packed and crated 

and delivered on board car at factory free of extra 
charge. The transportation charges, to be paid on 
delivery by the buyer, will be very small; the crated 
machine going as ordinary freight.

“The Denton” Is manufactured exclusively for the 
KWLIGIO-Philosophical JOURNAL and is equal In 
all particulars to any <40 machine on the market.

REMITTANCES.
Send money by P. O. order, express order, or draft 

on Chicago or New York. Please do not send checks 
on local banks,

State whether you will haw the machine in oak or

f*eM^«WwpMeRlJ#uB^ e

Works of Instruction in
HYPNOTISM, 

MESMERISM, AND 
ANIMAL MAGNETISM.

How to Mesmerixe, By J. W. Cadwell a practi
cal and experienced.operator. Paper covers. Price 
50 cents.

“Ediimtlun Ik aw mmHiriinn prosperity. ;i refuge inftihmity.”

of an EducationTh e Cost

How to Magneti«e, or Magnetism and 
Clairvoyance: By J. V. Wilson. Paper covers. 
Price 25 cents.

How to Mesmerise. A manual, By J. Contes, 
Ph.D. Paper covers. Price 50 cents.

The Illustrated Practical Mesmerist. By 
W. Davy. SUS board covers. Price 75 cents.

Human Magnetism: Its Nature, Physi
ology and Psychology. Its uses as a remedial 
agent, and in moral and intellectual improvement, 
etc, By Dr. H. 8. Drayton. Cloth. Price 75 cents.

Hypnotism: Its History and Present De
velopment. By Frederick Bjornstrom. M. I>. Au
thorised translation from the Swedish, by Baron 
Nils Posse, M. G. Paper Covers. Price :>0 cents.

Animal Magnetism. By Binet and Fere, Cloth. 
Price #1.50, postage 10 cents.

Practical Instructions in Animal Magne
tism. J. P. F. Detente. Revised edition withan 
appendix of notes by the translator, and letters 
from eminent physicians, descriptive of cases in 
the United States. Cloth. Price HUO. Postage 15 
cents.

..’Vital Magnetic Cure. An exposition of vital 
magnetism and Its application tu the treatment of 
mental and physical disease. Hy a magnetic physi
cian. Cloth, Price l.W, postage 10 cents.

Mental Suggestion. By Dr. J. ochwowirr, 
Sometime ITofessor extraordnarius of Psychology 
and Natureh pliosophy In the University of Lena
burg. With a preface by Charles Bichet.

Translated from the French by J. FitwetaMM. A, 
W octavo pages. Paper covers #1.20. Cloth FUG

For sale, wholesale and retail, at Tub Kkltgb* 
Philosophical Journal office.

OUB KfcAG,
08 THE EVOLUTION OF

The Stars and Stripes;

ROBERT ALLEN CAMPBELL,
Compiler of the first Atlas of Indiana, author of "The 

Rebellion Record,” etc.
This work as a history of the “Stars and Stripes," 

give# the facts that are recorded in official docu
menta, the Histories of the Country and the Cyclo
pedias so succinctly and interestingly arranged that 
the whole story is told in a moderate volume,

The symbolic meaning# of the colorsand the de
signs of the “Star 8pang ed Banner” are beautifully 
brought out and embellished with » Hlustratlon#- 
three of them in colors showing Foreign, Colonial 
and United States ensigns.

Prloe. 11.00. postpaid.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Tug Rilww- 

Philobophical Journal Office.

TO WAT, m TRUTH AM THE IM
A HAND-B- OK OF

Christian Theosophy, Healing,
AND PSYCHIC CULTURE,

AS night <lrawn down the curtain early, and the wind goes iil»>iii whistling to keep itself warm, 
Ihr question of how nest t>> sjkuH the evening hours Is-eomesus familiar as the fireplace ia 
every home.

“ Tap;!, w Inti'll wr do for fun nlbr n-.-f.'”
"ob, .Mtn. t «bhl bad ;-.-m>-‘hi! g ; nr t » n;ri."
Tf "''^pi'' '-.-lur-.cmm t;-o;» tb>- hi - of •■bii iMi au I v. ;v< Mibuu^l wt-ry whiter wvmng.
X r^'inv busy, f Ix-euh'-.i- 1 ;i> . hirhaub .'.•■ fami'y c.m take part ih/U nil er night with 

pb-a-UH- tuiii Ta,-u -: duh r m’a Leie '.-s-k than xnu-ng the jg livkimd numb. i> < f a family', one 
mU! wi»ul to i.'t-l a mv.ijih'f./i' h: acy ate. .’.her m-.-in-iy, um-iher pill like pictures, and the 
failu r- t'sUI uh! p" ’-.tbly < :<r<- tu ”. it-mg -* much a- Hun wlibiin-'at.^ to h's own business. 
V heu we -ay I. > you k:",! i u* r •• i- fr >m which nl! li.e-i-bisks f.-u hesdiMifi. that there is
vise way ;n wim n y*>u e in make-v-'y ii.iiH-wkirh oiherwi-e might bopnf in profiles droning 

n sjjwof piva-mv an<l «-f pma ’. ;■ rvei;. mendim of y -ur family. w<- <l,,n‘i. expect you io d<» more 
than lie mhe incredulously,

"<>h. that's only mivof there jelv-iU a jm-nt!-." we kn<>" ytViillsay.
But unit, In the RliVIMP UM li I.Rl iTH HIUTnMUA there is some

thing ufam wry f>ody and everything oj jmpor>,.m e that h orewr was in the world. Within the 
twenty Robane-, of thi-c gnat Work there arcs,, "lie-of Ev<- that eXeel in interest any romance ever 
writs r . tin re i- ah alxi’it e< Jnmer«i., art, br iery. Huvnure. watm-malic-., merhunics. business, to 
give yog idea-utnd inform;-,'am for the in your daily v-oik: th* Jr bn liberal eduentinn for yonr 
children w ho an- oM < !i -ugh io go !-- aii<-e!.

T'bme up- none .-o old. mm-* -h young, mam so poor, none so rich, that they donol want, and 
cammi get ihe Uim-ip Esi \i ioiti>h Britansu s. for it will only cost you a Dime a Day for 
only '.iHlnv- and yon will be presented with a Dime rovings hmk. which Mid enable you to save 
for thisprem ; f r< no,-library.

ONLY 10 CENTS A DAY.
On receipt of only One Dollar we will forward io you. charge* prviaid. the entire set of 

20 volumes, the remaining «*.<*» lo h1 i>aid nt the rate of 10 cent* a day (to tie remitted 
monthly h A lawilifnl dime savings bunk will lc sent with the books, in whieh the dime may be 
depwinl encl) day. This edition is printed from new. large type on a fine quality of paper, and la 
strongly bound in heavy mandla imjur rovers, which with proper care will last for years. Bear Is 
mind that the entire 20 volumes are delivered to your addraw, with all charges paid to any part of 
the United States.

This- is a special offer only to the readers of the Rem gio-Philosophical 
Journal, and will remain open fora limited time only.

A NEW EDUCATION,

BASKD UPON

Pile Ideal and Method < >f The Christ

MY J. U. I1KWKY, M. Jr

The object of the hook Is not to teach a philosophy, 
but.a method; a method by which ail mar come to 
in Immediate Intuitive knowledge of the truth, each 
-or himself, by an Inward illumination, which I# 
fiatmed to be within reach of the humblest.

A clear exposition Is given of the la* and principle 
ap«» wblchaHformaof Mental and Faith Healing 
“* ^'.T1? pm«t,M1 »D,J specific Instrue Won for self-healing na well as for the healing of 

^^‘“iwruutstililstbetho^^ exposition of 
ihe higher psychic powers, via., Psychometry, Nor- 
2ri Mental Telegraphy, Distant Healing,
etc--*nd ti»e new and specific processes for their Im 
mediate development and exercise, which the author 
?^?^LO normal, practical and legitimate as are 
^^W®*®**1*1 raining of muscle, the musical or Buy owr raeulty. <

Ollyjp. Price, ©4X) Postage. IQ cent#. ; 
mfM sale, wholesale and retail, au Ths B»liuio- 
PKILO8OPHX0AL JOURNAL Office.

Ul T THIS OCT ANH Sl^|>£l THE REMGIO-HHLOSUPH1UAL JOURNAL.

llEMGhhlOHhOSUFHlCAL joVltNAL:

Ph ase A( ftr/r to me the entire set of 20 volumes of Eerised Enryelopeedia 

OritanHiea,, asalmredeseribe.il, together with your lUme Earings flank, for which 

I e net use One IMhtr, and fidke^ agree to r<mil 10 vents a (lag {remitting ihe 

same itumlldy} until Ihe remaining $0.00 is fully paid.

■ Eame.......«* ■ <* •, .,.■•.,,>. , • •.« ,,.,,.., , <,.,,. * ••...... ■

Poploffiee

Countu.

Mate

asalmredeseribe.il
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Fwnder and Editor, 1866-1877, S. 8, JONES.
Editor 1377-1892, * John C. BUNDY.

r«8U8HKD AT 92 LASALLE ST., CHICAGO 
BY MARY U. BUNDY,

Entered at the Chicago Foal-office as Second-class 
Mail Matter.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION 
One Copy, I Year,,.................................  *2.50
One Copy, 6 Months,.....................   1.25

Single Copies, 5Cents. Specimen Copy Free.

DISCONTINUANCES. Subscriber Ths
Journal stopped at the expiration of their sub
scription should give notice to that effect, other- 
wise the publisher will consider it their wish to 
have It continued.

made just that proposition to any and all 
of our friends and readers.

It is an opportunity that should not be 
passed by. It is a chance which will only 
last for a short time. It is a proposition 
which is gauged to the capacity of the 
slenderest purse, and it is made only to 
our readers and will expire in two weeks

A special sample volume will be sent to 
any address free of cost.

HOW TO INVESTIGATE SPIRITUAL
ISM.

Many 'non-Spiritualist« who go' to me
diums for I he purpose of investigating the 
claims of Spiritualism make their visits 
in a state of mind which is not favorable 
to eliciting the truth. They are not only 
full of skepticism and suspicion, but show 
a rudeness often which makes the medium

remittances.—should be nutde by Post-office Mw^ extremely uncomfortable, while' it 
Money Order, Express Company Money Order, destroys the conditions of manifestations.
Registered Letter. yr draft OH either Chicago or Mediums generally are sensitives, how- 

■ New York ■ I ■» 1 1 ■ ■ * ■: .
tar Do Not Bend Checks on Local Banks eVer (ll‘(ieieIlt Home of them may be in 

----------------- ------- -——------ -— ---- - other respects, and they are invariably
All letters and coiuiuuiucutiuns should b<- ad I . .__  . ’ . , , .

dressed, and remittances made payable to MARY I keenly responsive to the subtle Influences 
E. BUNDY, Chicago, III., Drawer ED. by which they are surrounded and with

Advertising Rates, 20 cents per Agate line. I which they are in contact. Often the very 
Reading Notices, 40 cents per line, I disposition and nature of the visitor up-

. T??Tas' '^'TfP^118 Agents, 45 Ran sets or seriously disturbs the medium be- 
rive to advertising should be addressed to them. 1 fore any word is spoken and when scarcely

THIS PAPER IS A MEMBER OF THE CHICAGO „ „ > •
PUBLISHER’S ASSOCIATION. “ ui*« really desires to become ac-

rr=r=r====rr^^ quuinted with the phenomena manifested
CONTENTS. through mediumship, let him visit the

I medium in n truth-lwiug spirit ami with
FIRST PAGE.-The Open Court.—Lay of the tikhndtion

Lonely Thinker. Evidence. The Work of Na- I ,l Uisposmon to o»
tuw' I courteous to the medium, as well as re-

SECOND PAGE—A Message From the Dead. p . .:v . y , ; . I( - .
“The New Geometry" Criticised. I 'Apti’’ io wnattAir is KltllHl, It IS not

THIRD PAGE.-How .Many Astral Bodies Have | Ib’CeSSary to assume that the medium is a
We> - I fraud, while it is equally unnecessary to

H'URTH .FAGB r’A. Critical History of Ilyp* | hir ijkliyiMiiuiif tlm f‘u*t lluii fr’iihl Iq QAhiD notlam, Improperly Called Animal Magnetism. I ut oDHVloUHui ini I ax I Inal IMUa IS SOHR- 
W.T. Stead s Experiment in Telepathy. timeS practiced under the name of Spirit-

«^^ge.-w. t. stead’s itopertment tn Tele- ualism< 11 }s n^ necessary hi impose

SIXTH PAGE.—Theosophical Claims. An Inade- j Conditions upon the medium beyond those 
qnate Explanation, Organisation of Spiritual- that are actually necessary to make the

S%1EmPAP3^ u'sts satisfactory. If the medium has his
EIGHTH PAG®.—Voice of the People.—Mrs. I ur her own conditions, accept them or else 

&TtoamebyS U<” n h^ii^ to pursue the investigation. If no
ninth Page.—Woman and the Home. The Saint I manifestations occur, do not imagine it is

reference to ft as a “hard shell Baptist 
paper,” and thinks our remark a joke on 
those hard shells who have been calling 
The Gleaner Armenian and soft shell. The 
Gleaner entirely mistakes the meaning we 
attach to the word “hard shell.” -We ad
mit that we are not quite up in the termi
nology of the sectarian theology of Ken
tucky. The editor of The Gleaner may be, 
theologically speaking, a “Soft shell,” bin 
intellectually, and that is what we meant, 
he. is undoubtedly a “hard shell,” that is, 
he is impervious to new ideas. He is a 
victim of intellectual rigidity, which makes 
the mind unmodifiabie and, therefore, the 
acceptance and assimilation of new ideas 
impossible. It is of such that a celebrated 
writer has said, “There is no pain like the 
pain of a new idea." The editor of the 
Baptist Gleaner who is exceedingly Severe 
in his denunciation of Sabbath breakers, 
claims that the modern.eJfort io break down 
the institut ion of the Sabbath is an insidi
ous movement of the devil, using the 
Seventh Day cranks and the infidels of 
this age as its instruments. He says, “The 
New Testament clearly indicates the facts 
that our Sabbath was the special day of 
worship for the apostles, and that history 
says the first day of the week, our Lord’s 
Day, was the day’for rest and worship." 
This statement confirms what we said in 
our previous reference to the editor of The 
Gleaner, that is, that he is not acquainted 
with the subject. The statement that our 
Sabbath was the Sabbath <»f the apostles

by any of the apostles or Christians of the 
apostolic age. Of the truth of these state 
ments, there is evidence of an overwhelm
ing character and in support of it can be 
quoted the highest scholarship of the 
world, including that of the most ortho
dox representatives of Christianity, who 
have made the history of this religion 
the study of a lifetime. Tim editor of The 
<1 leaner says that he has achieved victory 
over two of the most noted freethinkers of 
the day. The probability is that he never 
saw a “noted” freethinker in his life and 
certainly he shows no evidence of ever 
having read any of their works. Thal he 
writes slanderously of men of whom he 
knows nothing can be proven by an appeal 
to the columns of Ins paper and by a pre
sentation of tile facts of the case.

Hon. Joel Tiffany propounds an in
quiry to Philo Veritas. He writes: In this 
universe, there is that which is individual, 
and there must be that which is universal 
or there could be no universe. What con
stitutes the individual, and what the uni
versal'.' Gau the individual as such be 
universal? and can the universal be indi
vidual? (’an they become so united as to 
be both individual and universal? And if 
so, in what sense? This is the problem to 
be solved in such a manner as io make 
oneness of the rational and of conscious 
faculties of the human spirit. Please give 
us your method of doing this.

entirely fair a»«l I's u’Bnte. It is contrary to known facts.
It is true that Sunday was a day on which
there were meetings held for worship, but 
this is equally true of Saturday. Munday 
and nearly every other day of the week. 
The day was not regarded as the Sabbath

Interest in the Psychical Science (\m 
gross is constantly increasing.

Why sutler with asthma when the fam
ous Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup will cure tou.

Beacham's Pills an* faithful friends.

Justice to All
WbuUtoWbUtlw”' Elisabeth Cady Stanton’s because of your alertness or that it is evi- I 

TENTH PAG®.—Book Review.. Magazine#. Mis- <h?nce that they never occur through that 
eeiianeous Advertisements. | medium, but consider that the conditions

Sb ment*^11 FAO1E“Mlsc6naneous Advertise- I of spirit manifestations are very complex. 
TWELFTH PAGB.-A Frose Paatel-Life. General I but little understood, and that they deter-

Items. Miscellaneous Advertisements. mine what is received or whether any-
rU inern^^™ pagb.—Miscellaneous Advertise- I ^^g is received. You may obtain al mm 
FOURTEENTH PAG®.—Miscellaneous Advertise- I Ume a manifestation of which there is no 

ment#' sign at another.’ It is possible that the
KI^to,Ta PAG®- —Miscellaneous Advertise- I characteristics of yourself in relation h« 
SIXTEENTH PAGE.-Ten Cents Can do Much, 1 those of the medium are such aS to 

MSaZ^AdvwtisS Genera items, neutralize the conditions necessary fur 
___________________________________ successful manifestations. All this may

I be said when there is no good ground for
TEN CENTS CAN DO MUCH. I any suspicion whatever respecting tin* 

With One Dime a Day an Entire I honesty and good faith of the medium.
T « I Of course a large number of those* who are
Library May Be bECURED. engaged in the professional practice iff

As a matter of fact, the silver dime is mediumship, often some of those who are 
the great American coin. It is thoroughly | reaj mediums, resort to deception, when 
democratic in its character, pressingall I rea] manifestations do not occur and when 
palms in its circulating travels, visiting I deception is necessary to satisfy the visi- 
the palace and the hut. the saint and the Lor, An intelligent investigator will be 
sinner, the rich and poor, the young and o'n his guard against being the victim of

It is now apparent to the Directors of the World’s Columbian 
Exposition that millions of people will be denied the pleasure of becoming 
the possessors of

World’s Fair

old. fraud anil he will not encourage the class
It has a thousand times the carrying I who practice it. At the same time, it 

powers of its big brother, the silver dollar, mUst be said that mediumship is nut nee- 
and goes on its way serenely indifferent t<> I essarily related to moral character and 
politics and congress, for it is too small to I that some of the most questionable mani- 
set the oratorical mill grinding. The cat- I testations are* those which occur through 

. alogue of results obtained by the dime as I persons who at times have been known to 
an active factor is a long one. and contains I practice trickery. In order successfully 

_ an. astonishing variety. But the most to examine the’' claims of Spiritualism 
amazing thing which can be accomplished I through professional mediumship, one 
by the nimble, agile 10 cent piece, is the I must have discrimination and experience, 

purchasing of an entire library, as well as a disposition that will not re pH
Ten cents a day will do it. The price the medium and will not interfere with 

of a good smoke or a couple of packages the conditions of good manifestations.
of chewing gum or an ice-cream soda each 
twenty-four hours will give our readers 
the entire set of twenty volumes of the 
Revised Encyclopedia Britannica. It 
seems too absurd to be true, but we have

The Baptist Gleaner quotes what The 
Journal said recently in regard to its 
statements about the Sabbath and Sab
bath breakers„ and takes exception to our

Souvenir Coins
The Official Souvenir
of the Great Exposition—

The extraordinary and growing demand for these Coins, and the de
sire on the part of the Directors that equal opportunities may be afforded for 
their purchase, have made it necessary to enlarge the channels of distribution. 
To relieve themselves of some responsibility, the Directors have invited

THE MERCHANTS
Throughout the Nation to unite with the Banks in placing Columbian Half- 
Dollars on sale. This is done that the masses of the people, and those 
living at remote points, may.be afforded the best possible opportunity to 
obtain the Coins. *

THE FORTUNATE POSSESSORS
of SOUVENIR COINS will be those who are earliest in seizing upon these 
new advantages.

$10,000 Was Paid For The First Coin
They are all alike, the issue is limited, and time must enhance their 

value. The price is One Dollar each.
HOW TO GET THE COINS:

Go to your nearest merchant or banker, as they are likely to have 
them. If you cannot procure them in this way, send direct to us, ordering 
net less than Five Cains, and remitting One Dollar for each Coin ordered.

Send instructions how to ship the Coins and they will be sent free 
of expense. Remit by registered letter, or send express or post-office money 
order, or bank draft to




